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GAO
United States
General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Health, Education, and
Human Services Division

B-256531

March 2, 1994

The Honorable Nancy Landon Kassebaum
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate

Dear Senator Kassebaum:

A strong internationally competitive economy depends, in part, on
effectively preparing workers to compete in the workforce. Towards this
end, the federal government has invested considerable effort and
resources in (1) facilitating potential workers' entry into the workforce,
(2) helping workers overcome barriers that hamper their ability to
compete for jobs, and (3) assisting dislocated workers in reentering the
workforce. We have recently identified' over 150 programs that provide
employment training assistance.' To know whether these programs are
getting the most for the resources invested, federal agencies not only need
to track the expenditure of resources, but also to determine what the
outcomes were for participants and whether government programs made a
difference for those who received services.

To learn more about how federal agencies assess whether their
employment training programs are working, you asked us to determine

what data federal agencies collect on participant outcomes,
how federal agencies monitor local program performance, and
what studies of program effectiveness have been conducted.

To accomplish these objectives, we focused on programs that provide
employment training assistance to the economically disadvantaged.
According to the proposed fiscal year 1994 budget, 9 programs specifically
target the economically disadvantaged, but a total oi" 62 programs,3

'Multiple Employment Programs: National Employment Training Strategy Needed (GAOff-HRD-93-27,
June 18, 1993).

2As used in this report, "employment training programs" refers to programs identified as (1) providing
assistance to the unemployed, (2) creating employment opportunities, and (3) enhancing the skills of
participants to increase their employability. We only included those programs that provide services to
adults and out-of-school youth not enrolled in advanced-degree programs.

'Our analysis was originally based on 65 programs targeting the economically disadvantaged existing
in fiscal year 1991. Since that time, some programs have been dropped while others were added or
consolidated into other programs. The total number of programs included in our analysis is 62. A
complete listing of the 164 programs or funding streams identified as providing employment training
assistance is shown in appendix I.
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administered by 14 different federal agencies, provide some employment
training assistance to the economically disadvantaged. These 62 programs
had proposed budgets of about $17 billion4 or about two-thirds of the
federal funds spent on employment training assistance. During our review,
we

interviewed agency officials and obtained copies of data collected at the
federal level,
reviewed agency monitoring reports to determine the extent of oversight
provided and whether agencies monitor program outcomes, and
asked agency officials to identify studies conducted during the 10-year
period, ending December 1993, concerning the effectiveness of any of the
62 programs in our analysis, and did a literature search, using
governmental and commercially produced databases, to check fc
additional studies published during the period January 1990 through
December 1993.5

Because the focus of our analysis was on identifying which agencies
collect data on participant outcomes or measure program effectiveness,
we did not attempt to determine why some agencies did not collect this
information or conduct studies that measure program effectiveness.

In addition to this report, we have issued two other reports concerning
problems with the current fragmented "system" of multiple employment
training programs. The first report, Multiple Employment Training
Prograins: Conflicting Requirements Hamper Delivery of Services
(GA0/HEHS-94-78, Jan. 28, 1994), concerns the extent to which differences in
eligibility criteria and annual operating cycles hamper the ability of
employment training programs to provide needed services. The second
report, Multiple Employment Training Programs: Overlapping Programs
Can Add Unnecessary Costs (GAO/HEHS-94-80, Jan. 28, 1994), concerns the
extent to which programs overlap in the populations they target, in the
services they provide, and in the administrative structures they create to
deliver those services. We also have other ongoing work that will address
the need for a major overhaul of the entire federal employment training
system..

'Budget estimates are primarily based on the President's proposed budget for fiscal year 1994, dated
April 8, 1993. When information was available, numbers in this total have becn adjusted to represent
only that portion of the program that provided assistance to adults or out-of-school youth not enrolled
in advanced-degree programs.

&Using this approach, we were able to identify over 90 studies that were characterized as management
or effectiveness studies; however, we may not have identified all the studies that had been published
during that period.
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Background The federal government has historically played an important role in
providing employment training assistance to the economically
disadvantaged. In fiscal year 1994, federal programs are expected to invest
an estimated $17 billion on employment training assistance for the
economically disadvantaged, including (1) counseling and assessment,
(2) remedial education, (3) vocational skill training, (4) placement
assistance, and (5) support services. This assistance is provided through
14 federal departments and independent agencies, including agencies in
the Departments of Education, Health and Human Services, Housing and
Urban Development, and Labor, as well as independent agencies, such as
Action, the Small Business Administration, and the Office of Personnel
Management.

To ensure programs get the most from this investment, federal program
administrators must have information about their program' strengths and
weaknesses. With this information, they can suggest changes to improve
programs, such as modifying the types or number of services available, to
help participants receive training that meets their needs and enables them
to obtain employment.

The Congress recently passed the Government Performance and Results
Act of 1993, which will require agencies to gather program performance
data. Specifically, the act requires agencies to (1) have a strategic plan for
program activities; (2) establish program performance goals that are
objective, quantifiable, and measurable; and (3) submit a report on
program performance to the President and the Congress.

Results in Brief Federal agencies closely monitor their expenditure of billions of dollars
for employment training assistance for the economically disadvantaged.
However, most agencies do not collect information on participant
outcomes nor do they conduct studies of program effectivenessboth of
which are needed to know how well programs are helping participants
enter or reenter the workforce. As a result, these agencies do not know
whether their programs, as currently configured, are providing assistance
that results in participants getting jobs. Even when participants got jobs,
agencies do not know whether employment resulted from participation in
the program or if participants would most likely have found the same
types ofjobs on their own, without federal assistance.

For about half the programs in our analysis, agencies did not collect data
on what happened to program participants after they completed a given

Page 3 GAO/HEHS-94-88 Multiple Employment Training Programs
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Many Programs Do
Not Co He& Data on
Whether Participants
Obtained Jobs

programneither whether they obtained jobs nor what wages they
earned. The size of the program did not appear to make a difference in
whether participant outcorrie data were collected. Large programs with
annual budgets over $100 million were no more likely to have collected
data on participant outcomes than smaller programs with budgets under
$50 million. Without this information, administrators of programs large
and small have difficulty knowing whether they are training participants
for real job opportunities and whether participants have the skills
employers need.

In addition, al though most of the employment training programs in our
analysis had .3ome form of oversight or monitoring effort, only about a
third c the programs used these activities to assess participant outcomes.
Again, the size of the program appeared to make little difference in the
focus of these activities. Most oversight efforts focused only on
compliance with program requirements and procedures or the amount of
progress being made to provide agreed-upon services. Therefore, although
administrators may be assured that their programs were in compliance,
they did not know whether these programs achieved the results intended.

The federal agencies responsible for these programs seldom conducted
studies that measure program effectiveness or impact. According to
program administrators. during the last 10 years, only 7 of the 62 programs
in our analysis had studies that evaluated whether these programs made a
difference for the participants, that is, whether participants would most
likely have achieved the same outcomes without assistance. The studies
that were performed tended to address larger programs, with 5 of the 7
programs having annual budgets over $100 million. But even among the
larger programs, these studies addressed programs that accounted for only
16 percent of the proposed fiscal year 1994 funding for the 15 employment
training assistance programs with budgets over $100 million.

Almost all of the programs we reviewed collected some data on the dollars
spent, services provided, and number of participants served. But only
about half the programs collected outcome data on what happened to
program participants after they received program services. As a result,
administrators did not know if participants got jobs; if they got jobs,
administrators did not know whether the jobs were related to the training
provided or what wages the participants earned. Without this information,

togram administrators have difficulty determining if they are preparing
participants for local labor market opportunities and whether participants
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gain the skills needed to meet employer requirements. For example,
because the Food Stamp Employment and Training program, as is the case
with many other programs, does not collect data on who obtains ajob
after participating in the program, program administrators cannot assess
whether the program appears to be achieving its objectives of helping the
economically disadvantaged find employment or become self-sufficient.

As shown in figure 1, of the 62 programs that provide assistance to the
economically disadvantaged, about 90 percent of the programs collected
data on dollars spent and the number of participants served. However,
only 49 percent of the programs collected data on how many participants
obtained jobs and only 26 percent collected data on wages earned. Size of
the program did not appear to be a factor in determining which programs
collected participant outcome data. Smaller programs with annual budgets
of less than $50 million were just as likely as large programs with budgets
of $100 million or more to collect participant outcome data. The categories
of outcome data collected for each program in our analysis are shown in
appendix II.

7
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Figure 1: Percent of Programs Collecting Various Core Data Elements
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Even when outcome data were collected, few linked these data with data
on the services provided or participant demographic characteristics. We
found that only about 34 percent of the programs serving the economically
disadvantaged attempted to link the outcomes achieved by participants
with services provided or demographic characteristics. For example, the
Even Start-Migrant Education program collected data on participant
employment status and wages earned, which can be used to determine if
the program is meeting its goals. However, the program did not link
participant outcome data with data on services or training provided. As a
result, administrators of the program did not know whether the training
they provided helped participants obtain jobs, nor could they identify ways
to modify the program to improve performance.

Program officials should know whether participants trained as truck
drivers, for example, get jobs as truck drivers. By linking participant

Page 6
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demographic characteristics to training provided and job outcomes,
program officials can determine whether their programs are more
successful for some participants (for example, men) than others (for
example, women). Officials also can determine whether there are
disparities in who receives what types of training. For example, in our
report on racial and gender disparities in Job Training Partnership Act
(HPA) services, we reported that 34 percent of the projects in our analysis
(67 of 199) had a disparity in at least one training modeclassroom
training, on-the-job training, or job search assistance onlyfor at least one
of the racial groups assessed.6

Monitoring Activities
Generally Ignore
Program Outcomes

Most employment training programs we reviewed had some form of
monitoring or oversight. However, these monitoring efforts generally
concerned compliance with program requirements and procedures, such
as compliance with Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) regulations, or
progress made in providing agreed-upon services, such as providing
classrooms for specific training activities. These efforts did not include
participant outcomes.

Although compliance with program requirements and financial integrity
are important concerns, the failure to consider participant outcomes as a
part of agencies' strategies for planning oversight efforts results in
agencies' not being able to identify local projects that are having
performance successes or difficulties. For example, one monitoring report
we reviewed verified that the participants listed by the local project were
Ictually served and were satisfied with the services received. The report,
however, did not include what happenA to the participants after they
received these services or whether the services provided helped them fmd
jobs. As a result, although program administrators were assured resources
had been used correctly, they did not know whether those resources
achieved the results intended.

As shown in table 1, 97 percent of the 62 programs providing employment
training assistance to the economically disadvantaged had some form of
federal monitoring or oversight, but only 34 percent of the oversight
efforts we identified included an assessment of participant outcomes.
Program size did not appear to be a factor in whether monitoring included
an assessment of participant outcomes. Larger programs were no more

6Job Training Partnership Act: Racial and Gender Disparities in Services (GA0/1-1RD-91-148, Sept. 20,
1991).
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likely to have used their oversight activities to monitor participant
outcomes than smaller program.

Table 1: Percentage of Programs by
Type of Monitoring Activities

Type of monitoring
Compliance/statusa

Percentage of
programs

97

Financial 73

Participant outcomes 34

'Includes compliance with program requirements and procedures, as well as assessments of
progress made in providing agreed-upon services.

Even when federal staff visit local projects, they concentrate their
assessment on compliance issues rather than participant outcomes. We
found that of the 62 programs serving the economically disadvantaged,
87 percent had site visits usually performed by federal staff in field offices.
However, only 37 percent looked at participant outcomes when they
visited local projects. The areas covered by the monitoring activities of
each of the 62 programs in our analysis are shown in appendix III.

Few Studies Have
Been Performed
Concerning Program
Effectiveness or
Impact

Tracking participant outcomes can provide important feedback to
agencies on the extent to which programs are achieving their objectives.
But to determine whether programs providing employment training
assistance are really making a difference7 or whether participants would
most likely have achieved the same outcomes without the program,
agencies must compare the outcomes achieved by program participants
with the outcomes of similar nonparticipants. However, we found that few
agencies operating the 62 programs that served the economically
disadvantaged had sponsored such studies. Program alministrators
identified only 7 programs that had been studied, during the 10-year period
ending December 1993, using a comparison of participant outcomes with

'The terms program effectiveness and program impact are interchangeable as used in our analysis. We
defme "program effectiveness evaluation" as the application of scientific research methods to estimate
how much of observed results, intended or not, are caused by program activities. Effect is linked to
cause by design and analysis that compare observed results with estimates of what might have been
observed in the absence of the program. In the textbook Evaluation: A Systematic Approach, Peter II.
Rossi and Howard E. Freeman define the term impact assessment as "Evaluation of the extent to
which a program causes changes in the desired direction in the target population....Impact assessment
is directed at establishing, with as much certainty as possible, whether or not an intervention is
producing its intended effects....The outcomes of social programs are assessed by comparing
information about participants and nonparticipants, before and after an intervention, or by other less
powerful research designs. But the essential considerations involve the systematic rejection of
alternative, competing explanations for the observed outcomes other than the intervention."
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the outcomes of similar nonparticipants. See table 2 for a listing of
programs and related studies.

Our analysis of the programs that had been studied showed that larger
progams were more likely to have been the subject of these studies. We
found that 5 of the 7 programs studied had annual budgets over
$100 million. But even among the larger programs, the programs studied
only accounted for 16 percent of the total proposed funding for the 15
programs with budgets over $100 million.

While we did not determine why more agencies did not perform
effectiveness studies using a comparative approach, the Department of
Labor, in commenting on the report, stated that the high costs and the
denial of potentially beneficial services were two reasons why more
agencies have not used this approach to assess the effectiveness of their
programs. While other approaches may be more feasible, without random
assignment, conclusive attribution of effects to various treatments cannot
be made.

1
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Table 2: Studies Published Between
January 1990 and December 1993 That
Evaluated Program Effectiveness

Program/Study Title/Author of Study/Date

Food Stamp Employment and Training Program (Agriculture)
Evaluation of the Food Stamp Employment Program, Abt. Associates, Inc., June 1990

Even Start (Education)
National Evaluation of the Even Start Family Literacy Program: Report on Effectiveness,

Abt. Associates, Inc., and RMC Research Corporation, October 1993

Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Program (Health and Human Services)
GAIN: Two-year Impacts in Six CountiesCalifornia's Greater Avenues for

Independence Program, Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation,
May 1993

Community Service Block Grant, Demonstrations (Health and Human Services)
Summary of Final Evaluation Findings from FY89: Demonstration Partnership Program

Projects. Monograph Series 100-89: Case Management Family Intervention Models,
Department of Health and Human Services, June 1992

Summary of Final Evaluation Findings from FY89: Demonstration Partnership
Program Projects. Monograph Series 200-89: Micro-Business and Self-Employment,
Department of Health and Human Services, June 1992

Summary of Final Evaluation Findings from FY89: Demonstration Partnership
Program Projects. Monograph Series 300-89: Homeless Individuals and Families,
Department of Health and Human Services, June 1992

Summary of Final Evaluation Findings from FY89: Demonstration Partnership
Program Projects. Monograph Series 400-89: Early Prevention-High School
Youth-at-Risk, Department of Health and Human Services, June 1992

JTPA IIA - Disadvantaged Adults (Labor)
The National JTPA Study: Title II-A Impacts on Earnings and Employment at 18 Months,

Abt. Associates, Inc., January 1993

Evaluating JTPA Programs for Economically Disadvantaged Adults: A Case Study of
Utah and General Findings Research Report, National Commission for Employment
Policy, June 1993

Employment Services (Labor)
Labor Market Implications of ES Services for Duration of Joblessness, Probability of

Subsequently Remaining Employed, and Repeated Spells of Joblessness:
Comparison of Ul Beneficiaries, W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research,

April 1993

Trade Adjustment Assistance Workers (Labor)
International Trade anr, Worker Dislocation: Evaluation of the Trade Adjustment

Assistance Program, Mathematica Policy Research, Inc., April 1993

Our review of studies that were published during the 4-year period,
January 1990 through December 1993, identified many additional studies
that were characterized as management or effectiveness studies. While
these studies may provide program administrators useful information on
their programs, they do not provide a statistically valid approach for
evaluating program effectiveness. We found, however, that most of the
studies focused on resource or program management issues, such as
program costs, number and characteristics of participants served, and
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types of services provided. As shown in table 3, of 94 studies published
during that 4-year period, 89 focused on various aspects of program
management affecting 28 programs. Forty-five of the studies dealt with
participant outcomes from 20 programs, of which 26 studies linked
outcomes to services provided or participant characteristics. Eleven
studies8 concerning 7 programs attempted to evaluate program
effectiveness or impact by comparing participant outcomes to those of
similar individuals not receiving program services. A complete list of the
94 studies we identified and the subject areas covered are shown in
appendix IV.

Issue evaluated

Resource management

Participant outcomes

Program effectiveness

Studies

89

45

11

Programs

28

20

7

Some studies indicate that the programs were successful in that outcomes
achieved by program participants were better than the outcomes achieved
by similar individuals wh" lid not receive services from the programs.
Other studies, however. se questions about the value of the programs,
as they are currently cohfigured, because program participants did not
achieve significantly better results than similar individuals who did not
receive services. For example, the JTPA program outcome data have shown
high placement rates and wage levels; however, a study of the JTPA
program by Abt Associates, Inc., published in January 1993, has raised
questions about the program's effectiveness. The study shows that while
comparisons between program participantsadult women and menhad
generally positive effects on earnings and employment compared with
their counterparts in the control group, the JTPA program had little or no
effect on female youth participants and male youth participants had lower
earnings than their counterparts in the control group. The results of each
study that assessed program effectiveness are summarized in appendix V.

8Education officials identified six studies now being conducted that would measure program
effectiveness or impact; however, none of these studies will be available until later in 1994. The
programs being evaluated include Upward Bound, Student Support Services, Adult Education, School
Dropout Demonstration Assistance, National Workplace Literacy, and Direct Student Loan.

1 D
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Conclusion While many people are successful at finding jobs on their own, others have
a more difficult time. To help the economically disadvantaged to compete
in the workforce, the federal government expects to spend an estimated
$17 billion in fiscal year 1994. Yet, most federal agencies do not collect the
participant outcome data nor do they conduct the program effectiveness
studies needed to provide them information on how well, if at all, their
progxams are actually helping people find jobs.

Although we did not determine why agencies did not collect participant
outcome data nor measure program effectiveness, it is clear that without
this information, program administrators in these agencies cannot
(1) determine how well programs appear to be doing in preparing people
for employment, (2) identify what services are most effective in helping
program participants obtain employment, (3) suggest the actjustments
needed to improve services to get better results for the resources invested,
or (4) determine what impact, if any, their programs have had in helping
the economically disadvantaged to enter or reenter the workforce.

Agency Comments
and Our Response

We sent a draft copy of this report to the following 14 departments and
independent agencies for comment: Action, Department of Agriculture,
Appalachian Regional Commission, Department of Commerce,
Department of Defense, Department of Education, Department of Health
and Human Services, Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Department of the Interior, Department of Labor, the Office of Personnel
Management, the Small Business Administration, Department of
Transportation, and the Department of Veterans Affairs. Written
comments were received from the Department of Defense, Department of
Education, Department of Health and Human Services, Department of
Labor, the Office of Personnel Management, and the Department of
Transportation (see app. VI). Action, the Department of Apiculture,
Department of Housing and Urban Development, Small Business
Administration, and Department of Veterans Affairs provided us with oral
comments. When appropriate, we used the comments received to clarify
and update our report. The Appalachian Regional Commission,
Department of Commerce, and Department of the Interior did not respond.

While most of the comments received agreed with the overall conclusion
of the report, they raised questions concerning the specific data in the
report related to their programs. Their comments fell into three areas:
(1) concerns about the inclusion of some programs in our analysis, (2) the
use of proposed funding levels rather than actual levels, and (3) the
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narrow criteria used to identify studies of program effectiveness. We have
summarized their comments and our response below. See appendix VI for
the written comments received and our detailed response.

Several agencies questioned the inclusion of some programs in the study
because they believe their programs do not fit the scope of our analysis.
Our analysis includes all programs and funding streams that provided
assistance to adults and out-of-school youth to enhance their skills or
employment opportunities. This is consistent with footnote 1 in appendix I
that defines the federally funded programs included in our analysis as
those that assist the unemployed, create employment, or enhance
employability. We believe that the programs questioned by the Action
agency, Department of Defense, Department of Education, Departirient of
Health and Human Services, Department of Labor, and the Small Business
Administration provide assistance that enhances participant employability
or employment opportunities and, therefore, meet our criteria.

For example, in their oral comments, the Action agency objected to the
inclusion of the Literacy Corps, the Foster Grandparent, and Senior
Companion Programs in our analysis. These programs provide volunteers
to assist communities to resolve local poverty-related problems such as
illiteracy, unemployment, and homelessness. Because economically
disadvantaged volunteers in these programs receive an hourly stipend,
these programs are considered to have provided employment
opportunities for the economically disadvantaged. Both the National
Commission for Employment Policy and the Congressional Research
Service have included these programs in their studies of employment
training assistance progams. The Literacy Corps also enhances the skills
of economically disadvantaged people. As a result, we believe these
programs should be included in our analysis. In addition to concerns from
the Action agency, the Small Business Administration questioned the
inclusion of the Minority Business Development Program and the Business
Development Assistance to Small Business Program in our analysis. To
clarify what types of programs were included in the scope of our work, we
have modified the description of our criteria.

Several Departments and agencies also questioned the funding amounts
cited in appendix I. These amounts are based primarily on the proposed
budget submitted by the President, April 8, 1993. We recognize that actual
funding levels may reflect differences from the amounts shown in
appendix I, but determining actual funding levels for so many different
programs at one point in time was not practical. We have expanded our

5
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explanation of the source of our funding data in the text of the report as
well as in appendix I.

In some instances, the amounts cited in appendix I are only a portion of
the proposed budget for that program because only a portion of the funds
were used for adults or out-of-school youths. In those instances, when
agency officials were able to provide us an estimate of how much should
be included in the program, the amounts shown have been &busted. In
other instances, when the portion of funds that were used for adults and
out-of-school youth could not be determined, we included proposed
funding for the entire program. We recognize that our estimates of funding
for employment training assistance are only an approximation. However,
we believe the concern of the report is not funding levels, but whether
program administrators have the information needed to determine
whether their programs are working effectively.

Some agencies also suggested that additional studies should have been
included in our analySis of agency efforts to determine the effectiveness of
their programs. We found that the additional studies mentioned (1) were
still under way and we could not determine whether they will look at
program effectiveness using analyses of participant outcomes compared
with outcomes of similar groups of nonparticipants, (2) were already
included in our analysis, or (3) did not appear to use the comparative
analysis approach to look at program effectiveness. We recognize that our
definition is rather strict. Our emphasis on the comparative approach
should not be interpreted to suggest that studies that do not use a
comparative approach do not provide useful information. Other
techniques do indeed give indications of effectiveness. However, without
random assignment, conclusive attribution of effects to various treatments
cannot be made.

6
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We did our work between February and November 1993 in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards. As agreed, we
obtained agency comments on this report. As requested, unless you
publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of
this report until 30 days from its issue date. At that time, we will send
copies of this report to the agencies responsible for administering the
programs we reviewed and to other interested parties. If you or your staff
have any questions concerning this report, please call me at
(202) 512-7014. Other major contributors to this report are listed in
appendix VII.

Sincerely yours,

tvy:hi orlft

Linda G. Morra
Director, Education

and Employment Issues

1 '")I 4
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Figure Figure 1: Percent of Programs Collecting Various Core Data 6

Elements

Abbreviations

AFDC Aid to Families With Dependent Children
EDWAA Economic Dislocation and Worker Actjustment Assistance
EEO Equal Employment Opportunity
ES Employment Service
GAIN Greater Avenues for Independence
HUD Housing and Urban Development
JOBS Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training
JTPA Job Training Partnership Act
MSFW Migrant Seasonal Farmworkers
OMB Office of Management and Budget
OPM Office of Pemonnel Management
SBA Small Business Administration
SDA Service Delivery Area
TAA Trade Ackjustment Assistance
TJTC Targeted Jobs Tax Credit
TRA Trade Reactjustment Allowances
UI Unemployment Insurance
VA Veterans Administration 2 9
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Appendix I

Federal Employment and Training Programs
Proposed Funding Levels by Agency (Fiscal
Year 1994)a

Dollars in millions

Agency and programs

All programs (154)

1994 funding°

Total: $24,837.7

Programs included
In analysie

Action - (3) programs Total: 100.9

Literacy Corps 5.3 X

Foster Grandparent Program 66.4

Senior Companion Program 29.2

Department of Agriculture - (1) program Total: 162.7

Food Stamp Employment & Training 152.7

Appalachian Regional Commission - (1) program

Appalachian Vocational and Other Education Facilities and Operations

Total: 11.2

11.2

X

X

Department of Commerce - (9) programs Total: 220.5

Minority Business Development Centers 24.4 X

American Indian Program

Economic Development-Grants for Public Works and Development 135.4 X

X

Economic Development-Support'for Planning Organizations 24.8

Economic Development-Technical Assistance 10.4

Economic Development-State and Local Economic Development Planning 4.5 X

Special Economic Development and Adjustment Assistance Program-Sudden and 19.1 X

Severe Economic Dislocation and Long-Term Economic Deterioration

Community Economic Adjustment
0 X

1.9

Economic Development-Publib Works Impact Program

Department of Defense - (2) programs Total: 72.8

Military Base Reuse Studies and Community Planning Assistance 6.0 X

Transition Assistance Program 66.8

Department of Education - (60) programs

Even Start-State Educational Agencies

Total: 13,031.4

88.8

Even Start-Migrant Education 2.7 X

Women's Educational Equity 2.0 X

Indian Education-Adult Education 4.9

Migrant Education-High School Equivalency Program 8.1

Migrant Education-College Assistance Migrant Program 2.3

School Dropout Demonstration Assistance 37.7

Adult Education-State Administered Basic Grant Program 261.5

Adult Education for the Homeless 10.0 X

National Adult Education Discretionary Program 9.3

Vocational Education-Demonstration Projects for the Integration of Vocational and
Academic Learning

Vocational Education-Educational Programs for Federal Correctional Institutions

2 1 (continued)
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Appendix I
Federal Employment and Training Programs
Proposed Funding Levels by Agency (Fiscal
Year 1994)

Dollars in millions

Agency and programs
Vocational Education-Comprehensive Career Guidance and Counseling

Programs included
1994 fundingb In analysIsb

,r

Vocational Education-Blue Ribbon Vocational Educational Programs

Vocatbnal Education-Model Programs for Regional Training for Skilled Trades

Vocational Education-Business/Education/Labor Partnerships

Vocational Education-Tribally Controlled Postsecondary Vocational Institutions 2.9

Vocational Education-Tribal Economic Development

Vocational Education-Basic State Programs 717.5

Vocational Education-State Programs and Activities 81.3 X

Vocational Education-Single Parents, Displaced Homemakers, and Single Pregnant 69.4 X
Women

Vocational Education for Sex Equity 31.1 X

Vocational Education-Programs for Criminal Offenders 9.6 X

Vocational Education-Cooperative Demonstration X

Vocational Education-Indian and Hawaiian Natives 15.1

Vocational Education-Opportunities for Indians and Alaskan Natives

Vocational Education-Community Based Organizations 11.8 X

Vocational Education-Bilingual Vocational Training 0.0

Vocational Education-Demonstration Centers for the Training of Dislocated Workers

Vocational Education-Consumer and Homemaking Education 0.0

Vocational Education-TechPrep Education 104.1

National Workplace Literacy Program 22.0

English Literacy Program 0.0

Literacy for Incarcerated Adults 5.1

National Center for Deaf-Blind Youth and Adults 6.7

State Literacy Resource Centers 7.9

Student Literacy Corps 6.1 X

Federal Pell Grant Programg 2,846.9 X

Guaranteed Student Loansg 5,889.0 X

Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grantsg 125.0 X

Upward Bound 160.5 X

Talent Search 67.0 X

Federal Work Study Programg 89.6 X

Federal Perkins Loan Program-Federal Capital Contributionsg 13.0 X

Grants to States for State Student Incentives 0.0 X

Educational Opportunity Centers 23.3

Higher Education-Veterans Education Outreach Program 3.1

Student Support Services 110.3 X

(continued)

r)
4.
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Appendix I
Federal Employment and Training Programs
Proposed Funding Levels by Agency (Fiscal
Year 1994)

Dollars in millions

Agency and programs
Programs included

1994 fundingb In analysiso

Postsecondary Education Programs for Persons with Disabilities 8.8

Rehabilitation Services Basic Support-Grants to States 1,933.4

Rehabilitation Services Basic Support-Grants for Indians 6.4

Rehabilitation Services Service Projects-Handicapped Migratory and Seasonal Farm
Workers

1.2

Rehabilitation Services Service Projects-Special Projects and Demonstrations for
Providing Vocational Rehabilitation Services to Individuals With Severe Disabilities

19.9

Rehabilitation Services Service Picjects-Supported Employment 10.6

Projects With Industry Programs 21.6

Supported Employment Services for Inceviduals with Severe Handicaps 33.1

Comprehensive Services for Independent Living 15.8

Library Literacy 0.0 X

School to Workh 135.0

Public Library Services

Department of Health and Human Services - (14) programs Total: 2,203.5

Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Program 825.0

Community Services Block Grant 352.7

Community Services Block Grant-Discretionary Award 39.7

Community Services Block Grant Discretionary Awards-Demonstration Partnership 4.4

Refugee and Entrant Assistance-Discretionary Grants 12.6

Refugee and Entrant Assistance-State Administered Programs 84.4

Refugee and Entrant Assistance-Voluntary Agency Programs 39.9

Community Demonstration Grant Projects for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Treatment of
Homeless Individuals

Family Support Centers Demonstration Program 6.9

State Legalization Impact Assistance Grants 809.9

Transitional Living for Runaway and Homeless Youth 11.8

Independent Living 16.2

Scholarships for Health Professions Students From Disadvantaged Backgrounds

Health Careers Opportunity Program

Department of Housing and Urban Development - (4) programs

Emergency Shelter Grants Program

Total: 303.4

51.4

Supportive Housing Demonstration Program 164.0

Youthbuild' 88.0

Family Self-Sufficiency Program

Department of the Interior - (2) programs

Indian Employd ant Assistance

Total: 20.9

16.9

Indian Grants-Economic Development 4.0

Page 22
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Appendix I
Federal Employment and Training Programs
Proposed Funding Levels by Agency (Fiscal
Year 1994)`

Dollars in millions

Agency and programs
Department of Labor - (36) programs

Programs included
1994 fundingb In analysis°

Totai: 7,141.5g

JTPA HA Training Services for the Disadvantaged-Adult 793.1 X

JTPA I IA State Education Programs 82.4 X

JTPA i IA Incentive Grants 51.5 X

JTPA IIA Training Programs for Older Individuals 51.5 X

JTPA IIC Disadvantaged Youth 563.1

JTPA I IC Disadvantaged Youth-Incentive Grants 34.3

JTPA IIC Disadvantaged Youth-State Education Programs 54.9

JTPA IIB Training Services for the Disadvantaged-Summer Youth Employment and
Training Program (Regular)

1,688.8 X

JTPA IIB Summer Youth Employment and Training Program (Native American)

JTPA EDWAA-Dislocated Workers (Substate Allotment)1 229.5

JTPA EDWM-Dislocated Workers (Governor's Discretionary)' 229.5

JTPA EDWAA-Dislocated Workers (Secretary's Discretionary)1 114.7

JTPA Defense Conversion Adjustment Program

JTPA Defense Diversification

JTPA Clean Air Employment Transition Assistance

JTPA-Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers 78.3 X

JTPA-Employment and Training Research and Development Projects 11.2

JTPA Employment Services and Job Training-Pilot and Demonstration Programs 35.1 X

JTPA-Native American Employment and Training Programs 61.9 X

JTPA Job Corps 1,153.7 X

Federal Bonding Program 0.2 X

Senior Community Service Employment Program 421.1 X

Apprenticeship Training 17.2

Trade Adjustment Assistance-Workers 215.0 X

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit 19.2 X

Employment Service-Wagner Peyser State Grants (7a) 734.8 X

Employment Service-Wagner Peyser Governor's Discretionary Funds (7b) 81.6 X

Labor Certification for Alien Workers 58.6

Interstate Job Bank 1.9

Youth Fair ChanceP 25.0

One-Stop Career CentersP 150.0

Veterans Employment Program 9.0

Disabled Veterans Outreach Program 84.0 X

Local Veterans Employment Representative Program 77.9

Homeless Veterans Reintegration Projectq
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Appendix I
Federal Employment and Training Programs
Proposed Funding Levels by Agency (Fiscal
Year 1994)a

Dollars in millions

Agency and programs

Job Training for the Homeless Demonstration Project

Programs included
1994 fundingb In analysis°

12.5 X

Office of Personnel Management - (1) program

Federal Employment for Disadvantaged Youth-Summer

Small Business Administration - (8) programs

Total: r

Management and Technical Assistance for Socially and Economically Disadvantaged
Businesses

Total: 157.4

8.1

Small Business Development Center 67.0

Women's Business Ownership Assistance 1.5

Veteran Entrepreneurial Training and Counseling 0.4

Service Corps of Retired Executives Association 3.1

Business Development Assistance to Small Business 20.9 X

Procurement Assistance to Small Business 33.7

Minority Business Development 22.7 X

Department of Transportation - (1) program Total: 1.5

Human Resource Programs 1.5

Department of Veterans Affairs - (12) programs

All-Volunteer Force Educational Assistance

Total: 1,410.0

895.1

Selected Reserve Educational Assistance Program

Survivors and Dependents Educational Assistance 109.1

Vocational Rehabilitation for Disabled Veterans 245.1

Post-Vietnam Era Veterans Educational Assistance 42.4

Hostage Relief Act Program

Vocational Training for Certain Veterans Receiving VA Pension

Vocational and Educational Counseling for Servicemembers and Veterans

Service Members Occupational Conversion and Training 64.5

Health Care for Homeless Veterans 28.3

Domiciliary Care for Homeless Veterans 23.4

Housing and Urban Development/ Veterans Affairs-Supported Housing 2.1

aPrograms identified are federally funded and provide for (1) assisting the unemployed,
(2) creating employment, and (3) enhancing employability. The programs provide assistance to
adults and out-of-school youth not enrolled in advanced-degree programs.

bThe proposed fiscal year 1994 funding amounts shown in appendix I are based primarily on the
President's proposed budget, dated April 8, 1993. In those instances, when agency officials were
able to provide us an estimate of the portion of the proposed budget that was used to provide
assistance to adults and out-of-school youth, the amount has been adjusted. However, in other
instances, when the portion of funds used for adults and out-of-school youth could not be
determined, the amount shown is for the entire program.
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Appendix I
Federal Employment and Training Programs
Proposed Funding Levels by Agency (Fiscal
Year 1994)'

PEST COPY AVAILABLE

°Programs included in analysis were those identified as providing some assistance to the
economically disadvantaged.

°Economic Development-Public Works Impact: program funds included in Grants for Public
Works and Development Facilities.

°Community Economic Adjustment: funds allocated in 1993 are used to support programs in out
years until funding is depleted.

'Data not available at this time.

°Education loan program: amounts shown are estimates of loans for associate and nondegree
programs, when possible to differentiate.

'School to Work: program proposed foi fiscal year 1994. Funded at $270.0 million split evenly
between the Departments of Education and Labor. Department of Education funding is from Carl
Perkins Act: $15 million from National Programs-Research and Development and $120 million
from Cooperative Demonstrations Program. Department of Labor funding is from the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA).

'Youthbuild: program proposed for fiscal year 1994.

!Family Self-Sufficiency Program: job training, education, and support services are paid for by
other programs, such as Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training (JOBS) and JTPA. Federal
funds may be used to cover local administrative costs. For fiscal year 1993, appropriations for
operating subsidies permit the payment of $25.9 million to cover the administrative costs of
operating the Family Self-Sufficiency program.

°JTPA IIB Summer Youth Employment and Training Program (Native American): funding included
in JTPA IlB (Regular) program total.

The actual funding for the JTPA Title III EDWAA program was increased significantly from the
budget request dated April 8, 1993. The proposed funding for substate areas of $229.5 million
was increased to $537 million. The proposed funding for the EDWAA Governor's Discretionary
Fund was also $229.5 million, but was increased to $357 million. Similarly, the Secretary's
Discretionary funds were increased from $114.7 million to $223 million.

r°,1TPA Defense Conversion Adjustment Program: funds allocated in 1991 used to support
programs in out years until funding is depleted.

r'JTPA Defense Diversification: fun-is allocated in 1993 used to support programs in out years
until funding is depleted.

°JTPA Clean Air Employment Transition Assistance: no funds were appropriated for the Clean Air
Act in fiscal year 1994.

°New program in 1994.

°The Homeless Veterans Reintegration Project was inadvertently omitted from our analysis of
programs serving the economically disadvantaged.

'Federal Employment for Disadvantaged Youth-Summer: program coordinated by Office of
Personnel Management, but carried out by numerous federal agencies. Obligations devoted to
administration not separately identifiable.

°Selected Reserve Educational Assistance Program: funding included in All-Volunteer Force
Educational Assistance total.

'Hostage Relief Act Program: replaced by the Omnibus Diplomatic Security and Anti-Terrorist Act
of 1986. No program funding used in any year, but available.
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Appendix I
Federal Employment and Training Programs
Proposed Funding Levels by Agency (Fiscal
Year 1994)*

uVocational and Educational Counseling for Servicemembers and Veterans: program funds
included in other veterans programs, such as the All-Volunteer Force Educational Assistance
Program.

27
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Appendix II

Outcome Data Collected by Federal
Programs Providing Employment Assistance
to the Economically Disadvantaged

Agency and programs
Participant

employment status
Participant skill

attainment
Participant wage

levels

Action
Literacy Corps

Department of Agriculture
Food Stamp Employment & Training

Appalachian Regional Commission
Appalachian Vocational and Other Education Facilities and

Operations

a a a

Department of Commerce

Minoriti Business Development Centers a a

Economic Development-Grants for Public Works and
Development

Economic Development-Public Works Impact Program X

Economic Development-State and Local Economic
Development Planning

a a a

Special Economic Development and Adjustment Assistance
Program-Sudden and Severe Economic Dislocation and
Long-Term Economic Deterioration

Community Economic Adjustment X a

Department of Defense

Transition Assistance Program a

Military Base Reuse Studies and Community Planning
Assistance

a

Department of Education

Even Start-State Educational Agencies

Even Start-Migrant Education X X X

Women's Educational Equity X

Adult Education for the Homeless

Vocational Education-State Programs and Activitiesb

Vocational Education-Single Parents, Displacedb
Homemakers, and Single Pregnant Women

Vocational Education for Sex Equityb

Vocational Education-Programs for Criminal Offendersb

Vocational Education-Cooperative Demonstrationb

Vocational Education-Community-Based Organizationsb

Student Literacy Corps

Federal Pell Grant Program

Guaranteed Student Loans

Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants

Upward Bound X

(continued)
r)
l)
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Appendix II
Outcome Data Collected by Federal
Prowrarns Providing Employment Assistance
to the Economically Disadvantaged

Participant Participant skill Participant wage
Agency and programs employment status attainment levels
Talent Search

Federal Work Study Program

Federal Perkins Loan Program-Federal Capital Contributions

Grants to States for State Student Incentives X

Educational Opportunity Centers X

Student Support Services X

Library Literacy

Department of Health and Human Services

Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Program

Community Services Block Grant

Community Services Block Grant-Discretionary Award

Community Services Block Grant Discretionary
Awards-Demonstration Partnership

Health Careers Opportunity Program X

Department of Housing and Urban Development

Family Self-Sufficiency Program X X X

Department of the Interior

Indian Employment Assistance X

Department of Labor

JTPA I IA Training Services for the Disadvantaged-Youth and X X X
Adultc

JTPA IIA State Education Programs

JTPA IIA Training Programs for Older Individuals X

JTPA I IA Incentive Grants X X X

JTPA IIB Training Services for the Disadvantaged- Summer X
Youth Employment and Training Program (Regular)

JTPA MB Summer Youth Employment and Training Program X
(Native American)

JTPA-Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers X X X

JTPA Employment Services and Job Training-Pilot and X X X
Demonstration Programs

Federal Bonding Program X

JTPA-Native American Employment and Training Programs

Senior Community Service Employment Program

JTPA Job Corps X X X

Trade Adjustment Assistance-Workers

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit X

Employment Service-Wagner Peyser State Grants (7a) X

Employment Service-Wagner Peyser Governor's Discretionary X
Funds (7b)

P (continued)
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Appendix H
Outcome Data Collected by Federal
Programs Providing Employment Assistance
to the Economically Disadvantaged

Participant Participant skill Participant wage
Agency and programs employment status attainment levels
Disabled Veterans Outreach Program X

Job Training for the Homeless Demons', ation Project

Office of Personnel Management
Federal Employment for Disadvantaged Youth-Summer

Small Business Administration
Business Development Assistance to Small Business

Minority Business Development a

Department of Veterans Affairs

Vocational Training for Certain Veterans Receiving VA
Pensions

°Not applicable.

bThe information shown in this appendix does not reflect the data collected by the National Center
for Educational Statistics for the vocational education programs.

bStarting in program year 1993, the JTPA Title IIA program was split into the Title IIA program for
adults and the IIC program for youth. Because our analysis began before the programs were
split, the data for this appendix show the two programs as one program.
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Appendix III

Monitoring Activities by Federal Programs
Providing Employment Assistance for the
Economically Disadvantaged

Agency and programs
Compliance/

status'
Financial

activitiesb
Participant
outcomes°

Action
Literacy Corps

Department of Agriculture
Food Stamp Employment and Training

Appalachian Regional Commission
Appalachian Vocational and Other Education Facilities and Operations X X X

Department of Commerce

Minority Business Development Centers

Economic Development-Grants for Public Works and Development X

Economic Development-Public Works Impact Program X

Economic Development-State and Local Economic Development X

Planning

Special Economic Development and Adjustment Assistance X X X

Program-Sudden and Severe Economic Dislocation and Long-Term
Economic Deterioration

Community Economic Adjustment X X X

Department of Defense

Transition Assistance Program X

Military Base Reuse Studies and Community Planning Assistance

Department of Education

Even Start-State Educational Agencies X X

Even Start-Migrant Education X

Women's Educational Equity X X X

Adult Education for the Homeless X

Vocational Eiucation-State Programs and Activities

Vocational Education-Single Parents, Displaced Homemakers, and
Single Pregnant Women

Vocational Education for Sex Equity

Vocational Education-Programs for Criminal Offenders

Vocational Education-Cooperative Demonstration

Vocational Education-Community Based Organizations

Student Literacy Corps X

Federal Pell Grant Program

Guaranteed Student Loans

Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants

Upward Bound X X X

Talent Search X X X

Federal Work Study Program

31
(continued)
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Appendix III
Monitoring Activities by Federal Programs
Providing Employment Assistance for the
Economically Disadvantaged

Agency and programs
Compliance/ Financial Participant

status activItiesb outcomes°

Federal Perkins Loan Program-Federal Capital Contribudons

Grants to States for State Student Incentives

Educational Opportunity Centers X X X

Student Support Services

Library Literacy

Department of Health and Human Services

Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Program X X X

Community Services Block Grant

Community Services Block Grant-Discretionary Award

Community Services Block Grant Discretionary Awards-Demonstration X
Partnership

Health Careers Opportunity Program X X X

Department of Housing and Urban Development

Family Self-Sufficiency Program X

Department of the Interior
Indian Employment Assistance X

Department of Labor
JTPA IIA Training Services for the Disadvantaged-Youth and Adultsd

JTPA IIA State Education Programs

JTPA IIA Training Programs for Older Individuals

JTPA IIA Incentive Grants

JTPA I IB Training.Services for the Disadvantaged-Summer Youth
Employment and Training Program (Regular)

JTPA IIB Summer Youth Employment and Training Program (Native
American)

x x x
x x x

x x x

x x x

x x x

x x x

JTPA-Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers

JTPA Employment Services and Job Training-Pilot and Demonstration
Programs

Federal Bonding Program

JTPA Native American Employment and Training Programs

Senior Community Service Employment Program

JTPA Job Corps

Trade Adjustment Assistance-Workers X

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

Employment Service-Wagner Peyser State Grants (7a) X

Employment Service-Wagner Peyser Governor's Discretionary Funds X
(7b)

Disabled Veterans Outreach Program

Job Training for the Homeless Demonstration Project X X X

(continued)
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Appendix HI
Monitoring Activities by Federal Programs
Providing Employment Assistance for the
Economically Disadvantaged

Agency and programs
Compliance/ Financial Participant

status' activitiesb outcomese

Office of Personnel Management

Federal Employment for Disadvantaged Youth-Summer

Small Business Administration
Business Development Assistance to Small Business X

Minority Business Development

Department of Veterans Affairs
Vocational Training for Certain Veterans Receiving VA Pensions X

°Monitoring activities concerning compliance and status include (1) reviewing the project to
determine if it is meeting program requirements and following program procedures and
(2) assessing the progress made in providing agreed-upon services.

bFinancial monitoring activities include determining if the project has (1) followed proper
accounting practices and OMB contracting procedures and (2) only spent funds on allowable
items.

°Participant outcome data include employment status, wages earned, and skills attained.

°Starting in program year 1993, the JTPA Title IIA program was split into the Title IIA program for
adults and the IIC program for youth. Because our analysis began before the programs were
split, the data for this appendix show the two programs as one program.

°Program did not have a monitoring activity that was performed by federal officials:

tri
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Appendix IV

GAO Identified Studies Published Between
January 1990 and December 1993 on
Employment Training Programs for the
Economically Disadvantaged
Agencies, programs, and studies

Program
management

Participant
outcomes effectiveness

Program

Action - Literacy Corps
Development AssociLtes, Inc.: An Evaluation Report on the VISTA

Litefacy Corps
X X

Development Associates, Inc.: An Evaluation Report on Volunteers in
Service to America

Department of Agriculture - Food Stamp Employment & Training
Abt Associates, Inc.: Evaluation of the Food Stamp Employment and

Training Program Final Report: Volume 1
X

Appalachian Regional Commission - Appalachian Vocational and Other Education Facilities and Operations
Appalachian Regional Commission Office of the Inspector General: X X

Audit Report for the Pennsylvania Welfare Reform Demonstration
Project

Tichenor and Eiche: Report on Review of Appalachian Regional X

Commission Work Force Excellence Initiative

Tichenor and Eiche: Report on Independent Audit of Appalachian
Regional Commission Workplace Literacy Programs for the Southern
Tier Central Region of Appalachian New York

X

M.D. Oppenheim and Company: A survey of the financial and
programmatic records of the grants awarded by ARC to the
Employment Opportunity Training Center of Northeastern Pennsylvania

X

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Commerce: The
Pennsylvania Self- Employment Demonstration Project

Departmant of Commerce - Minority Business Development Centers

U.S. General Accounting Office: Minority Business: Minority Business X
Development Agency Needs to Address Program Weaknesses

U.S. General Accounting Office: MINORITY BUSINESS: Management X
Improvements Needed at Minority Business Development Agency

Department of Commerce - Economic Development - Grants for Public Works and Development

Department of Commerce - Economic Development-Public Works Impact Program

Mt. Auburn Associates: Evaluation of the U.S. Economic Development
Administration's Public Works Program

Department of Commerce -Economic Development-State and Local Economic Development Planning
Department of Commerce - Special Economic Development and Adjustment Assistance Program-Sudden and Severe

Economic Dislocation and Long-Term Economic Deterioration
Department of Commerce - Community Economic Adjustment

Department of Commerce: Economic Development Administration Title
IX Revolving Loan Fund Portfolio Status Report

Department of Defense - Transition Assistance Program

Department of Defense - Military Base Reuse Studies and Community Planning Assistance

Page 33
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Appendix IV
GAO Identified Studies Published Between
January 1990 and December 1998 on
Employment Training Programs for the
Economically Disadvantaged

Program Participant Program
Agencies, programs, and studies management outcomes effectiveness

Department of Education - Even Start - State Educational Agencies

Abt Associates, Inc., and RMC Research Corporation: National X X X
Evaluation of the Even Start Family Literacy Program

Department of Education - Even Start-Migrant Education

Department of Education - Women's Educational Equity
Department of Education - Adult Education for the Homeless
U.S. General Accounting Office: Homelessness: McKinney Act X

Programs and Funding Through Fiscal Year 1991

Department of Education - Vocational Education - State Programs and Activities

Department of Education: National Assessment of Vocational X X
Education Interim Report to Congress

Department of Education - Vocational Education - Single Parents, Displaced Homemakers, and Single Pregnant Women

Department of Education - Vocational Education for Sex Equity

Department of Education - Vocational Education - Programs for Criminal Offenders

Department of Education - Vocational Education - Cooperative Demonstration
Department of Education - Vocational Education - Community Based Organizations

Department of Education - Student Literacy Corps

Department of Education - Federal Pell Grant Program

U.S. General Accounting Office: Student Financial Aid: Most
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants Are Awarded to Needy
Students

Department of Education: Study to Determine the Consequences of
the Need Analysis Formula Contained in the Higher Education
Amendments of 1992

National Computer Systems, Inc. and Macro Systems, Inc.,:
Department of Education, Office of Student Financial Assistance: Pell
Grant End-of-Year Report 1990-91

Department of Education.- Guaranteed Student Loans

U.S. General Accounting Office: Student Loans: Direct Loans Could X
Save Billions in First Five Years with Proper Implementation

U.S. General Accounting Office: Student Loans: Direct Loans Could X

Save Money and Simplify Program Administration

U.S. General Accounting Office: Student Loans: Characteristics of X
Defaulted Borrowers in the Stafford Student Loan Program

U.S. General Accounting Office: Testimony: Vulnerabilities in the X
Stafford Student Loan Program

U.S. General Accounting Office: Stafford Student Loans: Millions of X
Dollars in Loans Awarded to Ineligible Borrowers

U.S. General Accounting Office: Supplemental Student Loans: X
Legislative Changes Have Sharply Reduced Loan Value

U.S. General Accounting Office: Testimony: Student Aid Information X
and Private Tuition-Guarantee Programs

(continued)
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Appendix IV
GAO Identified Studies Published Between
January 1990 and December 1993 on
Employment Training Programs for the
Economically Disadvantaged

Program Participant Program
Agencies, programs, and studies management outcomes effectiveness ,

Department of Education: Trends in Guaranteed Student Loan and Pell X
Program Participation By Type of Institution

Department of Education: A Comparison of Projected and Actual X
Performance of the Verification Criteria In Three Award Years

Department of Education: Is There a Direct Relationship between X
Civilian Employment and Stafford Loan Volume

Department of Education: FY 1991 Guaranteed Student Loan X

Programs Data Book

Department of Education - Federal Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants

Department of Education - Upward Bound

Department of Education - Talent Search
Department of Education - Federal Work Study Program

Department of Education - Federal Perkins Loan Program-Federal Capital Contributions

U.S. General Accounting Office: Perkins Student Loans: Need for X
Better Controls Over Loans Recovered from Closed Schools

U.S. General Accounting Office: Perkins Student Loans: Options That X
Could Make the Program More Financially Independent

Department of Education: Correlates of Graduate Student Borrowing X
Patterns

Department of Education - Grants to States for State Student Incentives

Department of Education - Educational Opportunity Centers

Department of Education - Student Support Services

Department of Education - Library Literacy
Department of Health and Human Services - Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Program

Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation: Effectiveness of
California's Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN) Program

Renee S. Woodworth: The Promise of Jobs: Policies, Programs, and X
Possibilities

Congressional Research Service: Aid to Families With Dependent X

Children and Postsecondary Education

U.S. General Accounting Office: Welfare to Work: States Serve Least
Job-Ready While Meeting JOBS Participation Rates

U.S. General Accounting Office: Welfare to Work: JOBS Participation X
Rate Data Unreliable for Assessing States' Performance

U.S. General Accounting Office: Welfare to Work: Effectiveness of X
Tribal JOBS Programs Unknown

U.S. General Accounting Office: Welfare to Work: States Begin JOBS,
but Fiscal and Other Problems May Impede Their Progress

The Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, The Center for Law and X
Social Policy: JOBS in the South: A Review of Initial State Data

Department of Health and Human Services, Office of InspectOr X X

General: Review of On-The-Job Training Undor the JOBS Program,
Ohio Department of Human Services
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January 1990 and December 1993 on
Employment Training Programs for the
Economically Disadvantaged

Agencies, programs, and studies
Program Participant Program

management outcomes effectiveness

Department of Health and Human Services - Community Services Block Grant
Department of Health and Human Services - Community Services Block Grant - Discretionary Award

Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector
General: Audit of Office of Community Services Discretionary Grants
Awarded to Mexican American Unity Council, Inc San Antonio, Texas

Department r)f Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector
General: Review of Discretionary Grants Awarded Under the Rural
Housing and Rural Facilities Program

Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Inspector X X
General: Audit of Office of Community Services Discretionary Grants
Awarded to Mora Economic Self-Development Cooperative, Mora,
New Mexico

Department of Health and Human Services - Community Services Block Grant - Discretionary Awards - Demonstration
Partnership

Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children X X

and Families: Demonstration Partnership Program Projects,
Monograph Series 100-89: Case Management Family Intervention
Models

Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children X X X

and Families: Demonstration Partnership Program Projects,
Monograph Series 200-89: Micro-Business and Self-Employment

Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for Children X X X
and Families: Demonstration Partnership Program Projects,
Monograph Series 300-89: Homeless Individuals and Families

Department of Health and Human gervices, Administration for Children X X X

and Families: Demonstration Partnership Program Projects,
Monograph Series 400-89: Early Prevention-High School Youth-At-Risk

Department of Health and Human Services - Health Careers Opportunity Program

Department of Housing and Urban Development - Family Self-Sufficiency Program

U.S. General Accounting Office: Public and Assisted Housing: Some
Progress Made in Implementing HUD's Family Self-Sufficiency Program

Department of the Interior - Indian Employment Assistance

Department of Labor - JTPA IIA Disadvantaged Youth and Adulte
Avraham Lachs: The Effects of JTPA Approved Training on Earnings X

U.S. General Accounting Office: Testimony: Amending the Job
Training Partnership Act: Inadequate Oversight Among Issues that
Need to Be Addressed

MGT of America, Inc.: An In-Depth Review and Evaluation of JTPA for
the Alamo Service Delivery Area

South Carolina State Council on Vocational and Technical Education: A X X

Review of Two Years of Coordination: JTPA Programs, Secondary
Vocational Education, Technical Education

U.S. General Accounting Office: Job Training Partnership Act: Youth X X

Participant Characteristics, Services, and Outcomes

3 7
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Program Participant Program
Agencies, programs, and studies management outcomes effectiveness

San Luis Obispo County, Inc. Private Industry Council: Return on X X

Investment Report

John Redman: Rural Development Perspectives: Federal Job Training
for the Poor May Be More Cost Effective in Rural Areas

National Commission for Employment Policy: Training Hispanics: X
Implications for the JTPA System

National Commission for Employment Policy: Evaluating JTPA
Programs for Economically Disadvantaged Adults: A Case Study of
Utah and General Findings Research Report

U.S. General Accounting Office: Job Training Partnership Act:
Inadequate Oversight Leaves JTPA Vulnerable to Waste, Abuse, and
Mismanagement

Abt Associates Inc.: The National JTPA Study: Title II-A Impacts on
Earnings and Employment at 18 Months

U.S. General Accounting Office: Job Training Partnership Act: Actions
Needed to Improve Participant Support Services

U.S. General Accounting Office: Job Training Partnership Act: Racial
and Gender Disparities in Services

U.S. General Accounting Office: Testimony: The Job Training X X

Partnership Act: Abuse of On-the-Job Training and Other Contracting
is an Ongoing Problem

U.S. General Accounting Office: Job Training Partnership Act: Services
and Outcomes for Participants With Differing Needs

National Association of Counties: The Challenge of Quality: Participant X

Selection, Recruitment and Assignment

Department of Labor - JTPA 11A State Education Programs

John R. Petry, Memphis State University, and Fred K. Bellott, New
Mexico State University: A Study of Terminees from JTPA Programs in
Tennessee

Department of Labor - JTPA IIA Training Programs for Older Individuals

U.S. General Accounting Office: Job Training Partnership Act: X
Information on Set-Aside Funding for Assistance to Older Workers

Jean Letting, University of Houston: Implementing Performance-Based
Contracting in the JTPA Older Worker Program

Department of Labor - JTPA 11A Incentive Grants

SRI International: Effects of the 6 Percent Exemption Policy

Department of Labor - JTPA 113 Training Services for the Disadvantaged - Summer Youth Employment and Training Program
(Regular)

Department of Labor, Office of Inspector General: Audit of 1992 JTPA X

Summer Youth Employment and Training Program

Department of Labor - JTPA 1113 Summer Youth Employment and Training Program (Native American)

Department of Labor - JTPA - Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers
Berkeley Planning Associates and SPR Associates: Evaluation of the X X

JTPA Title IV MSFW Program, Final Report
(continued)
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Program Participant Program
Agencies, programs, and studies management outcomes effectiveness
Department of Labor - JTPA Employment Services and Job Training - Pilot and Demonstration Programs

Department of Labor - Federal Bonding Program

Department of Labor - JTPA Native American Employment and Training Programs

Department of Labor - Senior Community Service Employment Program
Department of Labor - JTPA Job Corps

Department of Labor - Trade Adjustment Assistance- Workers

U.S. General Accounting Office: Dislocated Workers: Improvements
Needed in Trade Adjustment Assistance Certification Process

Mathematica Policy Research. Inc.: International Trade and Worker
Dislocation: Evaluation of the Trade Adjustment Assistance Program

Department of Labor, Office of the Inspector General: Audit of Program
Outcomes in Nine Selected States, FY 1991 and 1992

U.S. General Accounting Office: Dislocated Workers: Comparison of
Assistance Programs

Secretary of Labor: Study of Trade Adjustment Assistance Program X
Worker Certification Methods

Department of Labor - Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

U.S. General Accounting Office: Targeted Jobs Tax Credit: Employer X X
Actions to Recruit, Hire, and Retain Eligible Workers Vary

TVT Associates: Policy Evaluation and Review of the Targeted Jobs X
Tax Credit

Department of Labor: Targeted Jobs Tax Credit Program, State of
Alabama

Department of Labor - Employment Service - Wagner Peyser State Grants (7a)

U.S. General Accounting Office: Employment Service: Improved
Leadership Needed for Better Performance

National Commission for Employment Policy: Improving the
Effectiveness of the Employment Service: Defining the Issues

W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research: Labor Market
Implications of ES Services for Duration of Joblessness, Probability of
Subsequently Remaining Employed, and Repeated Spells of
Joblessness: Comparisons of Ul Beneficiaries in Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia, 1979-87

Department of Labor - Employment Service - Wagner Peyser Governor's Discretionary Funds (7b)

Department of Labor - Disabled Veterans Outreach Program

Department of Labor - Job Training for the Homeless Demonstration Project

Department of Labor: Employment and Training for America's X X
Homeless: Job Training for the Homeless Demonstration Program

Paul A. Toro, Ph.D., and the Research Group on Homelessness, State X X
University of New York at Buffalo: Final Evaluation Report:
Demonstration Employment Project - Training and Housing (DEPTH)

Cynthia D. Moehrlin, Elgin Community College: The Community X X
College and the Homeless: A Model for the Nation

(continued)
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Employment Training Programs for the
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Agencies, programs, and studies
Prograrr

management
Participant
outcomes

Program
effectiveness

Office of Personnel Management - Federal Employment for Disadvantaged Youth-Summer

Small Business Administration - Business Development Assistance to Small Business

Small Business Administration - Minority Business Development
National Academy of Public Administration: Assessment of Title II

Demonstration Projects for Women Business Owners

National Academy of Public Administration: Organization and
Operation of the Minority Small Business and Capital Ownership
Development Program: An Assessment of Progress under Revised
Statutes P.L. 100-656 and P.L. 101-574

Office of Inspector General, U.S. Small Business Administration: The
7(j) Management and Technical Assistance Program of the Office of
Minority Small Business Inspection Report

U.S. General Accounting Office: Small Business: Problems in X
Restructuring SBA's Minority Business Development Program

Department of Veterans Affairs - Vocational Training for Certain Veterans Heceiving VA Pensions

U.S. General Accounting Office: Vocational Rehabilitation: VA Needs X
to Emphasize Serving Veterans with Serious Employment Handicaps

U.S. General Accounting Office: Vocational Rehabilitation: Better VA X
Management Needed to Help Disabled Veterans Find Jobs

Department of Veterans Affairs: Report of Survey

Bill Eddy: Three-Year Study of Significant Indicators Reflecting
Outcomes and Performance of the Department of Veterans Affairs
Vocational Rehabilitation Program

Veterans Benefits Administration: A Report on the Vocational
Rehabilitation Satisfaction Survey

astarting in program year 1993, the JTPA Title IIA program was split into the Title IIA program for
adults and the IIC program for youth. Because our analysis began before the programs were
split, the data for this appendix show the two programs as one program.
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Studies That Evaluated Program
Effectiveness: Methodology and Findings

Title GAIN: Two-Year Impacts in Six CountiesCalifornia's Greater Avenues for
Independence Program

Author and Date Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation, May 1993

Program Purpose GAIN (Greater Avenues for Independence) is the California version of the
JOBS program. The purpose of the program is to help AFDC recipients enter
the workforce and increase earnings and reduce welfare costs.

Methodology The study included six California counties that account for more than
one-third of the state's GAIN caseload and more than one-half of its AFDC
caseload. A total of 33,000 AFDC recipients, for whom GAIN participation
was mandatory and who had attended an orientation, were randomly
assigned to either an experimental group (who remained subject to GAIN'S
participation mandate) or a control group (who were precluded from GAIN
but could seek access to other services in the community). The two
groups' employment rates, average earnings, and average AFDC payments,
as well as the percentage of each group that left the AFDC rolls, were
compared during the follow-up period. The differences between the two
groups on these measures are the estimated impactS of GAIN.

Findings Among other fmdings, overall, about 29 percent of the single parents in the
experimental group were working at the end of the second year, almost
6 percentage points more than the control group (a statistically significant
difference). About 51 percent of these single parents were employed at
some time during the 2 years, compared with 45 percent of the control
group. In addition, earnings for the single parents in the experimental
group, for the second year of the study, was $2,712 per group member
compared with $2,193 per control group member. This yielded an earnings
gain, or impact, of $519 per group member (or 24 percent of the average
control group member's earnings).

The proportion of singlc parents in the experimental group receiving any
AFDC payments had dropped to 61 percent by the end of the 2-year period.
However, only a portion of this change can be attributed to GAIN since the
control group experienced a similar decline. Nonetheless, three counties
produced a statistically significant reduction in the proportion of single
parents in the experimental group receiving welfare by the end of year 2.
Similar results were also found for heads of two-parent families.

4 1
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Title The National JTPA Study: Title II-A Impacts on Earnings and Employment
at 18 Months

Author and Date Abt Associates, Inc., January 1993

Program Purpose The purpose of the JTPA IIA program is to help the economically
disadvantaged to compete in the workforce and reduce their dependency
on welfare.

Methodology In the national JTPA study, 20,601 JTPA applicants in 16 service delivery
areas (sDAs) across the country were randomly assigned to the treatment
group (which was allowed access to the program) or the control group
(which was not provided services) over the period November 1987
through September 1989. The earnings and employment outcomes of both
groups were then measured through follow-up surveys and administrative
records obtained from state unemployment insurance (ui) agencies. Data
on the baseline characteristics of the two groups were collected as.part of
the program intake process, and information about the employment and
training services received was obtained from follow-up surveys and SDA

records. The study sites were not chosen to be representative of the nation
in a statistical sense, but they did reflect the diversity of local programs
and environments in JTPA.

This study gave estimates of the impact ofNPA Title II-A on the earnings
and employment over the first 18 months after random assignment of four
target groupsadult women and men (22 and older) and female and male
out-of-school youths (16 to 21).

Findings The results of the study are mixed. While JTPA Title II-A had generally
positive effects on the earnings and employment of adults, adult men did
not experience a statistically significant increase in earnings. The average
18-month earnings of the adult women randomly assigned to the treatment
group went up.by an estimated $539, or 7.2 percent of the control group
mean. Access to the program also increased the percentage of women
employed at some time during the follow-up period by 2.1 percent. These
estimates were found to be statistically significant and interpreted as
reliable evidence of positive impacts on earnings. The average increase in
the percentage employed for adult men was 2.8 percentage points and the
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average earning gain $550 or 4.5 percent, similar to those for adult women,
but it was not statistically signifinal-4.

In contrast to the findings fc e projram had little or no effect on
the average earnings of fel. statistically insignificant earnings
loss of $182 or -2.9 pci cent) and tik. program actually reduced the
earnings of male youths, on average, as evidenced by a large, statistically
significant loss of $854 or -7.9 percent over the 18-month period. Access to
JTPA had no significant effect on the 18-month employment rates of either
female or male youths.

Overall, the authors concluded that JTPA appears to have modest positive
effects on the earnings and employment of adult men and women. But the
program appears to have had virtually no effect on the earnings and
employment of female youths and most male youths. In fact, it may have
had a large negative impact on the earnings of those male youths who had
been arrested before they applied to JTPA.

4 )
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Title International Trade and Worker Dislocation: Evaluation of the Trade
Actjustment Assistance Program

Author and Date Mathematica Policy Research,Inc., April 1993

Program Purpose The purpose of the Trade Adjustment Assistance (IAA) program is to assist
workers dislocated by imports to reenter the workforce.

Methodology The TAA program offers Trade Reactjustment Allowances (TRAs) and
reemployment actjustment services to workers who lose their jobs due to
increased import competition. In 1988, as one of several major changes,
training was made an entitlement for eligible workers and TRA recipients
were required to participate in an approved training program. This
evaluation describes the pre-layoff characteristics and post-layoff labor
market experience of nationally representative samples of TRA recipients
who participated in the program either just before or just after the 1988
program Lhanges. Data on ui exhaustees from manufacturing industries
who did not receive TRA are used for comparison purposes.

Findings The study findings suggested that the training requirement reduced weeks
of TRA receipt among the average recipient, despite the fact that the
average duration of training increased. In addition, the training
requirement led to a decline in the duration of initial joblessness and to an
increase in earnings due to more rapid employment.

However, the study concluded that whether training should be mandatory
for TRA recipients should depend on how successful the training is in
increasing employment and earnings. According to the study, the findings
did not indicate that participating in training had a significant impact on
the estimated employment and earnings differences of TAA trainees and
other TRA recipients. The study also did not find strong evidence that
training had a substantial positive effect on employment and earnings, at
least in the three years following the initial ui claim. Given the uncertainty
about the returns of training the evaluation concludes that training should
be voluntary rather than mandatory for TRA recipients.

44;
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Title National Evaluation of the Even Start Family Literacy Program

Author and Date Abt Associates, Inc., and RMC Research Corporation, March 1993

Program Purpose The purpose of the Even Start program is to assist family members
improve their literacy and, as a result, improve the educational
opportunities of the children and the skills of the parents.

Methodology The Even Start Family Literacy Program is intended to improve the
educational opportunities of children and parents by integrating early
childhood education for children with adult education for parents. One
component of the evaluation provides in-depth information on a subset of
10 selected grantees. At these sites, program participants were randomly
assigned to treatment or control groups. This component of the evaluation
focused on short-term outcomes of Even Start for parents and children
and on the relationship between services received and outcomes.
Short-term effects of Even Start were measured in four areas: (1) children,
(2) par2nt literacy, (3) parenting skills, and (4) families. The results were
mixed.

Findings Even Start children gained significantly more school.readiness skills than
the control group, but the results of two other methods used to assess the
effects of Even Start on children showed no significant program impacts.
In the area of parent literacy, Even Start showed a clear positive effect on
GED attainment by program participants. However, measurements in two
other areas, functional literacy levels on a reading test and reading and
writing activities in the home, showed no significant program effects. Only
one of four assessments of Even Start's effects on parenting skills was
significantthe number of different reading materials in the home. Across
measures of the effects of Even Start on participating families, including
perceived social support and adequacy of financial resources, gains from
program entry to the end of the first program year were minimal.

4 ,)
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Title Labor Market Implications of ES Services for Duration of Joblessness,
Probability of Subsequently Remaining Employed, and Repeated Spells of
Joblessness: Comparisons of ui Beneficiaries in Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia, 1979-87

Author and Date Arnold Katz, Economics Department, University of Pittsburgh Preliminaxy
Report for the Upjohn Institute of Employment Research

Program Purpose The purpose of the Employment Service (Es) is to assist individuals,
including UT claimants, in finding jobs.

Methodology The study, based on administrative data routinely produced by the
Pennsylvania in and ES systems, examined the effectiveness of the ES
system in Pennsylvania. Detailed histories of work, unemployment, and ES
use of over 100,000 individuals, who registered with ES between 1978 and
1987, were assembled; their histories were then compared with the
histories of a larger sample of nonregistrants. Pennsylvania was selected
because (1) it has data dating back through a full business cycle, (2) it has
a diverse economy, and (3) most important, it is the only state where the
use of ES is voluntary for ui claimants.

Findings The ES had a positive effect on shortening the period of unemployment for
in claimants that were considered long-term unemployed. In claimants
who had been unemployed for 30 weeks or more returned to work 9
weeks sooner th they would have had they not used the ES. In
comparison, in claimants who had been unemployed for roughly 12 weeks
only reduced their unemployment, at most, by 2 weeks. The authors
concluded that the shift from a 2-to-9 week reduction in unemployment
suggested that the ES is particularly effective in aiding a relatively small
segment of the claimants who have trouble finding work on their own.

Further, the study shows that most ES users accept jobs after exhausting ui
benefits, suggesting that jobs obtained through the ES are preferable to
remaining jobless, but do not compare favorably with jobs held prior to
becoming unemployed. Thus, the study concludes that the ES primarily
acts as a backstop to prevent large earnings losses.

Page 45
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Title Evaluation of the Food Stamp Employment and Training Program

Author and Date Abt Associates, Inc., June 1990

Program Purpose The purpose of the Food Stamp Employment and Training Program is to
improve food stamp recipients' ability to gain employment and increase
earnings and to reduce their dependency on public assistance.

Methodology The evaluation of this program was conducted during fiscal year 1988. The
evaluation was based upon a classical experimental design involving the
random assignment of about 13,000 eligible participants to either a
treatment group, required to enroll in this program, or a control group,
excluded from program participation. The evaluation was conducted in 53
separate Food Stamp Agencies in 23 states. The sample was nationally
representative of the different areas of the country in which the program
operates, the types of food stamp recipients that participated in this
program, and the modes of service delivery used in the program.

Findings The author concluded that the Food Stamp Employment and Training
Program was found to have no effect on participants' employment and
earnings and only a relatively small effect on the average food stamp
benefits. In its first full year of operation, the program was not meeting its
intended objectives of increasing participants' employment and earnings
and decreasing their dependence on public assistance.

Although program participants made substantial gains in employment in
fiscal year 1988, the extent to which participation had an effect on
employment must be derived from a comparison of their outcomes with
those of the control group. The results of this comparison indicate that
program participation in fiscal year 1988 had no discernible effect on
participants' aggregate earnings, probability of finding work, amount of
time worked, or average wages. By the end of the first year after the
random assignment, over 50 percent of the program participants had some
employment during the year; however, this gain is no different from that
observed for the control group. The report also noted that the types of
people participating in the program contributed to the questionable effect
program participation had on their ability to fmd employment. Nearly
70 percent did not have children and approximately one-half were single,
highly mobile adults living alone. Most received no public assistance other
than food stamps. Thus, the mAjority of the program participants were

4 '
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people who would have been looking for work regardless of the
requirement to participate in the program.

In terms of public assistance, the evaluation found an average $65
reduction in food stamp benefits for program participants over the first
year following certification for benefitsabout 6 percent of the average
annual total food stamp benefits paid to participant households. In
general, individuals assigned to the treatment group received slightly
smaller benefits per month and spent slightly less time receiving benefits.
According to the study, these small differences probably reflected the
program's effect on a small percentage of participants who either
voluntarily left the Food Stamp Program sooner than they would have
otherwise or had their benefits reduced or terminated for noncompliance.

4
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Title Summary of Final Evaluation Findings From Fiscal Year 1989:
Demonstration Partnership Program Projects. Monograph Series 100-89:
Case Management Family Intervention Models

Author and Date U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for
Children and Families, Office of Community Services, June 1992

Program Purpose The purpose of the Community Service Block Grant demonstration
projects is to study ways to assist people on welfare to become more
self-sufficient.

Methodology and Findings This study evaluated five case management self-sufficiency initiatives. The
initiatives involved multiple agencies joining together to provide
coordinated services to individuals or families requiring public assistance.
Use of these services is brokered or directed by a case manager who is
responsible for coordinating the care received. Four of the five evaluations
used either a randomized or constructed control group methodology to
assess the impact of the initiatives. The results from the four evaluations
using a comparative analysis were mixed:

Family Self-Sufficiency Project: An analysis of AFDC data comparing the
study group with two comparison groups across 15 months (April 1990 to
June 1991) showed no statistical differences in the average amount of
assistance received by the families in the three groups. Although the
proportion of families receiving assistance and the average grant amounts
for the three groups decreased across time, they decreased equally.
However, the study concludes that the program clearly was able to
improve parents' self-esteem and problem-solving skills, as well as the
quality of their social relationships.

Self-Sufficiency Plus: The only documented outcome of the program was
in the area of education. The outcome effects for education were small,
but they consistently pointed towards greater educational attainment by.
those participants who received all of the program's services. The study
assumes that the educational advantages achieved by the treatment group
are precursors of later increased employment and wages, and concludes
that additional tracking of the participants would be necessary to
document the ultimate impact of the program.
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Operation Community Uplift: For two experimental sites, the study
concluded that on-site interventions were a significant factor in increasing
total family income and nonpublic assistance income. Interestingly, more
experimental households increased their public assistance income. This
outcome contrasted with the self-sufficiency goals of the project, but the
study indicates this is a short-term solution to immediate problems,
making it possible for people to work on longer term self-sufficiency goals.

Project HOPE-Headstart Opportunities for Parents Through Employment:
An evaluation conducted at the project operation's midpoint shows the
following: a slightly higher percentage of control group members were
employed, but a significantly larger percentage of experimental group
members were involved in educational and training activities that had the
potential for increasing long-term employment opportunities. In addition,
the unemployment rate (no job or training involvement) of parents in the
experimental group was one-third of that in the control group. A
subsequent evaluation attempted at project completion had low response
rates, which made it difficult to draw statistical conclusions regarding the
programs's success. However, based on the limited response, the study
concludes that the HOPE project was not totally successful in its goal of
having all participating parents employed by the end of the project. There
were significantly more employed parents in the control group than in the
experimental group. But the analysis also showed a significant number of
parents in the experimental group involved in activities that had the
potential for rewarding careers. Consequently, the study classified the
project as a success.
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Title Summary of Final Evaluation Findings From Fiscal Year 1989:
Demonstration Partnership Program Projects. Monograph Series 200-89:
Micro-Business aad Self-Employment

Author and Date U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for
Children and Families, Office of Community Services, June 1992

Program Purpose The purpose of the Community Service Block Grant demonstration
projects is to study ways to assist people on welfare to become more
self-sufficient.

Methodology and Findings These evaluations present the results of four programs designed to help
low-income people achieve economic self-sufficiency by starting their own
businesses or pursuing self-einployment. These evaluations used either
random or constructed control groups with which to make comparisons
with the groups receiving seivices. On the basis of their analyses, the
authors of each of these evaluations concluded that the programs were
generally successful.

Operation INC (Incubator for New Companies): Data were collected on
the frequency of business start-ups or funding for both participants and a
control group. During the 14-month evaluation period, 38 percent of those
in the experimental group were funded for a business compared with
33 percent in the control group. Of the 15 businesses started by the
experimental group, only 1 was unsuccessful. According to the study, the
experimental group's business, with its success rate of 93.4 percent, far
exceeds any national success rate in the general population.

Partners in Progress: After 24 months, both the participant group and the
control group were compared and evaluated. According to the study, case
management services improved employability over a 2-year period.
Women who received vocational training along with case management
services were more likely to obtain employment than those who did not
receive these services, although the hourly rate is not higher. Low-income
women who received entrepreneurial training and case management
services were more likely to have taken steps toward self-employment
than low-income women who did not receive these services.
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Capital Opportunities: Preliminary results of the project show that
93 percent of the program participants pursued and expanded their
business ventures, compared with 50 percent of the control group. The
receipt of a loan appeared to increase participants' sales and
proportionately increase their personal salaries. On average, the loan
recipient received less welfare assistance per month than the comparison
group, $178 versus $208. Even though the report's evaluation only
provided a preliminary assessment of the project, the study concludes that
the program aided low-income people in pursuing or continuing their
business ventures.

Bright Center Demonstration Partnership Project: At program exit, only
16 percent of Bright Center participants were unemployed, compared with
26 percent of the control group. At the 13-week follow-up, Bright Center
participants who were unemployed decreased to 13 percent, while the rate
for comparison group members increased to 36 percent. According to the
study, an examination of the outcomes for Bright Center participants
indicate the program is successful in providing traming and support
services to low-income women assisting them to achieve self-sufficiency.
An overview of outcome data supports this conclusion, although the study
indicates that the small number of control group members made a
statistically sound comparison impossible.

5 2
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Title Summary of Final Evaluation Findings from Fiscal Year 1989:
Demonstration Partnership Program Projects. Monograph Series 300-89:
Homeless Individuals and Families

Author and Date U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for
Children and Families, Office of Community Services, June 1992

Program Purpose The purpose of the Community Service Block Grant demonstration
projects is to study ways to assist people on welfare to become more
self-sufficient.

Methodology and Findings This study evaluated three projects designed to increase the
self-sufficiency of the homeless. Two of the projects used control groups
to control for potentially confounding variables, mainly demographic
differences.

Homeless Family Self-Sufficiency Project: The evaluation compared
families with little or moderate case management with families who
received intensive case management. Among the fmdings, those families
who received high case management were significantly more likely to
move from a condition of no income or dependence on AFDC benefits to a
condition of supporting themselves through a combination of employment
and benefits. At the time of the evaluation, few families were able to
support themselve.s through employment alone. However, families who
received high levels of case management also appeared to exhibit greater
positive change in their housing situations. The study concludes that most
families make positive moves toward self-sufficiency when given some
support in the form of case management.

Homeless Employment Partnership: An experimental design was used to
evaluate the impacts of the project. Even with the control group having job
referral assistance and job search resources at their disposal, the case
management clients did much better on identified indicators of
self-sufficiency. The odds of having a job in the case management group
was almost four times as high as in the control group, even when school
status, race, barriers to employment, and past treatment were held
constant. Key job benefits, such as health insurance and sick leave, were
higher for the case management group than the control group. They were
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also three times less likely to be homeless. The study concludes that the
project was successful.
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Title Summary of Final Evaluation Findings From Fiscal Year 1989:
Demonstration Partnership Program Projects. Monograph Series 400-89:
Early Prevention-High School Youth-at-Risk

Author and Date U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Administration for
Children and Families, Office of Community Services, June 1992

Program Purpose The purpose of the Community Service Block Grant demonstration
projects is to study ways to assist individuals on welfare to become more
self-sufficient.

Methodology and Findings This study evaluated two projects designed to increase self-esteem,
improve school performance, and increase the job search and
performance skills of targeted youth. Both projects used
quasi-experimental designs in their evaluations. In both projects, local
community action agencies and the targeted high school were the primary
agencies. Both programs used as their primary intervention a specialized
course, designed to improve self-esteem and decision-making skills.
Although attrition in the control groups made analysis difficult, both
evaluations concluded that during the life of the project, the experimental
groups had more improvement in all categories than the control group.

Partnership for Youth Self-Sufficiency: The results of the evaluation are
mixed. Among other findings, on average, treatment group students were
employed more hours per week than comparison group students. Among
AFDC students, those assigned to the treatment group began with fewer
hours per week, but surpassed the AFDC students in the control group
halfway through the first intervention semester. The evaluation also shows
that students in the treatment group had a greater knowledge of
preemployment skills than the students in the control group. However, the
average wage per hour actually declined for both groups of students over
the tracking periods. No significant gains in grade-point average were
shown by either the treatment group or control group. In addition, the
evaluation did not detect any differences in dropout rates between
students in the treatment and control groups in the initial stage of the
project. However, later refmements to the intervention may have remedied
this condition, as early data from the second phase suggest. The study
concludes that the service model developed and implemented had
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potential for future adaptation and replication with comparable high-risk
populations.

High-Risk Youth Demonstration Project: It was expected that the
interventions instituted by this project would lead to higher self-esteem,
higher academic achievement, and greater success in the labor market.
The study concludes that these expectations were clearly met. Although
not always statistically significant, experimental group students, as
compared with the control group, showed greater gains over the project-
period in scales used to reflect changes in self-esteem. The experimental
group also showed greater increases in grade-point average, attendance,
units completed, and graduation rate. In addition, the experimental group
had a dramatically lower dropout rate, and had more success in the labor
market.
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Title Evaluating JTPA Programs for Economically Disadvantaged Adults: A Case
Study of Utah and General Findings Research Report

Author and Date National Commission for Employment Policy, June 1993

Program Purpose The purpose of the program is to assist the economically disadvantaged to
find jobs.

Methodology and Findings This study compared Utah JTPA II-A adult enrollees in program year 1987 to
a comparison group which was constructed using various techniques from
a random sample of ES registrants who received basic employment
assistance during program year 1987. Net impacts of the JTPA II-A adult
programs were estimated using non-experimental techniques, which
compared the observed outcomes of program participants with those of
the ES comparison group.

Findings The employment impact estimates for Utah's Title II-A adult enrollees for
program year 1987 suggest JTPA participation has a strong positive effect
on employment for adult men and women who complete more intensive
training programs and who are placed into fully unsubsidized private
sector jobs. Participants who completed training and were placed in
unsubsidized jobs (or were retained by their employers in the case of
on-the-job training) had a significantly higher likelihood of being employed
2 years after their original program enrollment. Both adult women and
men were roughly 10 percent more likely to be employed. In addition, JTPA
resulted in higher second year earnings, if employed, for those placed
through more intensive training programs. For adult women, this earnings
impact is stronger for those enrolled in on-the-job training, while for adult
men it is stronger for those enrolled in classroom training.
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Note: GAO comments
supplementing those in the
report text appear at the
end.of this appendix.

See comment 1.

CCONOMIC SCCURITy

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
3300 DEFENSE PENTAGON

WASHINGTON, DC 20301.3300

2 2 FEB 1994

Ms. Linda G. Morra
Director
Education and Employment Issues
Health Education and Human Services

Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Ms. Morra:

This is the Department of Defense (DoD) response to the

General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report, "MULTIPLE

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS: Most Federal Agencies Do Not Know

If Their Programs Are Working Effectively," dated February 3,

1994 (GAO Code 205241/0SD Case 9512). The DoD has no comment on

the information contained in the report, but disagrees with the

inclusion of the.Military Base Reuse Studies and Community

Planning Assistance Program.

According to the draft report, the GAO focus was on Federal

programs that provide employment training assistance to adults

and out of school youth. The Military Base Reuse Studies and

Community Planning Assistance Program, however, does not directly

address employment opportunities or training for individuals.

Rather, the program does what the title indicates--it helps

States and local governments plan for reuse of closing military

installations. Planning for reuse of the base involves the
community deciding the best mix of industrial, commercial,
aviation or residential, public or private use for the property

that will best suit the needs of the community for economic

development and jobs or public facilities and open space. The

DoD tracks employment at a sample of former military installa-

tions as means of estimating the redevelopment and new job

creation experiences of communities with former military bases.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on the

draft report.

Sincerely,

aul J. Dempsey
Director
Office of Economic Adjustment
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uNnED NTATEE DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION

orrice or m MID= INCOLLTAirt

Dr. Linda G. Mom
Director, Macedon and Employment haulm
Human Remmers Diviaion
United Stases General Accountiog Of Ece
Washington, D.C. 2054$

Deer Dr. MOM:

The Secretary died me to tespood to yotri- letter dated Febniary 2, 1994, requesting a review of
the draft rqrwt sodded Maki* Empky*sit Asking Prosrasu: Most Faint!! Agendes Do Not
Know Moir Program Are Worths.' liffectively (GAO/HERS-94-55).

The Department of Education recognizes Mat detailed otamcmas dad for ecuploymeet training
programs an not eurently amiable for Many programs. Chalks:gee still exist with the
colleetioo, analysis, and rspordng of this 4sta. However, the Daps:treat is making toe*
strides toward reversing this trent

Within die Department, efforts de undeady to stmagthen adzoiristratina structures for obtelning
ouranes data on our moat thmortmt programs. Ibis whim, strategic pins "we developed at
the office Wel fix every rowan sod dmimet dam in the Depertment, u wdl w at the
Deportment level in a coomildadd plan Ma moss c(M emesthe planning is to dad*
key priceides at the office tad Depertmcni levels, and to °naiad* perfornence meseuramtot
systems to truk dm perfusions of ow tdogrints.

Further, the Depedment was dselpand ad we at Ws President Gcee's Rehrwatteg Government
Laboratories ia Perfontance MmawmmL Under this labersanty, mob of ED's 17 peincipel
operating compasses are idectifying perfWmance =Wts for their mow heavily budgeted
programa red moat ethical twzRoos.

In reviewing the draft report, we am concioned that the proms by which dna was collected for
this report INN remind in the =kudos of most ot the Deportment's canna Midwives to address
deficiencies in the colthetim ot COMM Ada on perticipeots in program receiving federal
alumina hada The GAO's report, in ftci1g cm publithed reports, omits many Midwives to
address dices deliciendes. Gur ci ade tetwewe to the Demartomits sokor legislative
Midwives aimed ad sompordeg psdanzare: =mune and smoderds, effort' =ready undeaway to
develop performs= toseames raja imam aid evaded= eoderway to evalude
program etkettheness.

40* KAMM* /1/2.4 WASEIP$01011, LC. f0000-oies

ow .ftWOM N wow* opiel areas ft a/woks awl as prewar Wimeslil OwillImato ihnieheni the Iletlew.
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The Department's anifiNti alto address the misidentification of many education progr.o..s
identified as providb4 "employmerg training to adult and out-of-school youth" In the ars report
of the series, as well as die flaws in the dace collection process for this draft report and thelr
effect on the conclusions rearbed In the repeat

Attached ate onr conensate on the draft repott If yea have Say (MOWS, piens* contact Dr.
Alm Ginsburg, Meteor, Planning and Evession Service, at 401-3132.

Sincerely,

f.

0
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ti S Department of Education Response to GAO Draft Rrport. Muinple ErryrkryflifIll
Programs: Most Federal Agencies Do Nos Know If Their Programs Are Working Effectively
(GAO1IMS-94-811)

111131. the fourth report in a series on employmen training progrmn, but curdy the firm the
Deportment Ism hem asked to teview. The Department Ammer* was not given the ocgornmity
to review the fint report. Mullipk Erplaruni Proem: National Employment Training
Straits), Needed (GAO/T-111D-93-27, hap 18, 1993) which identified the employment training
programa discussed in this sake of reports. In addition, Cle Department was mX given the
opportunity to ooniminn on Employment 71teirring Programs: Cooglkting Reqsdrenunts Hamper
Delivery of Services (GA0/71110-94-78, *vary 28, 1904) and Mai& Eaployment Doinurg
Norms: Overlapping Propanu Can Asid Unnecessary Costs (GAOTHEES-9440. January 28,
1994

The draft report does not rellectps tetiareertinent
collection al outcome data on

inithrives to address deficiencies In the
is programs reodving Waal adocadon fonds.

Sdemiled imam data foc employment training
ptograms. Challeoges SIM exist with the
However, the Department is mkt* major

The Deferent= of Educed= recognizes
programs are not cornet* available far
colleetkm. acetyl* md reporting of this
whim tamed reversing this trend.

The Adminktration's education reform otrategy, mumbling of three key legielnive heltIMivm
whkh am arrently mew beton Cacaos, McAdam efforts to mimed Ma development of
performance =mum and standards:

The floats XXIlk Educate Anariml Ag elulierges every km to develop academic and
skills Manduds oonsiektat with notzi etantlads. This legisktion will entourage states
and local communities to trump mete education swims, particularly through
reforms of curricula and OW, to emble students to meet high madman standards and to
move tomtit an mamma accomMbility system.. Moreover. k will establish national
system of occupational skill standirds benchmarked to world elms levels.

Goals 2000 peov its. ths um*. Por two other pieces of education reform kgialatime
humming America's Schools Ace of 1993 and the School-to-Watt Opportunities Act of
1993.

The Iov ..A.SagowAgL.d1M. , winch malhorizes the federal
governmem's programs to elentintry and eecoadmy education, reinforces Goals 2000
by inereming scam to quality adoration. It Uwe' federal invennants in educatioo
toward disedvantmed children and youth-lacouragiog the adoptioa of ochool-wide
appease:hes la high-poverty schoohto ensure that they bete the opportunities to meet
high academic suodards.

The javailt.Wslug2gassitalikt, a joint initiative of the Departments of Educatice
and Woe promos the creation of comprehensive systems ta every state am/ local
coma:airy so provide a smooth, tiut challenging, transition from school to career
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cpportunities for youth not going on to four-year penecondary insittinons. The
School-to-Work legislation combides academic and occupation' sldlls. work experience.
sad a chellenging curriculum arty:Wang high school and two you of college where
appropia. ft, or additicual training. A student who competes a school-to-work program
would receive both a high schcol Oplome, end a iblls cede= bencbmubd to
challeoging academic and skills stindards that will be recognized nationwide.

Wade the Demonist, efforts are underway to streagthen Olndoistratto structures for
aleisheing suiceoes data on our most impotent programs.

Digsboaksifisimeto_Almegiinga. This *dr, strategic OM were developed at
the office level for awry proved and support office in the Department. as wall as at the
Departinceit level b a ecesolidansd plan. The purpose of this exeensive pandas la to
identify ity priorities at the oftricei and Department levels, and to eetablishprfounaixe
mosontnent systems so trick tho performarce of the Depressors posrams.

Iiiimatimagnizmatlat. Farther, the
Department was &lipid as od of Vice President Gore's Kehronthig Monaca
-Laboneerion in Performs. Madarnsoot. Under this kboetory, ad of ED's 17
presipal spud* cornpononts is 'Idereifyieg preformed. moons for he most heavily
budgeted proanos and mos oritital Adams. The Department was also selected as a

pike adder the °oven:went lamb Act to develop i performs= plan
for all Ile activities withkt the that are related ea the adtaldur.don of
midst liesecial aid program, to report on the Depanmenrs sums, in reeding
high levels of performed. proposed I the plan.

hi addidua, the Department is wu1edsksg efforts to development puthasance cosioree
he he osier pregroms. The Mowing lave been undertakes by the Deportment to
develop whom= mounds or indicators of program malty far major program areas.

Asigkridnagne. The National Literacy Act of 1991 requites the development of
isliessen of megrim quality io nod by Oa and tool program remeiving autstence
milt the Mt branding man runderme mod nada. of sedum sod
harevesiont is the Nerdy of Oilderte. The Department, in coneultatiou wbh

istisass, experts iu the field. and . has developed model indica= of pug=
quality. Workshops have boo for sear directors at adult education who are
moseeiela for developing aod mskmcttCitig state indicators Of pray= Ms*.

YaIdaidiaitillillh. The Carl p. Peril= Vocational and Applied Technology
Edemas Mt (Parkins Act) makes sures io develop and implement spews of cure

diesel tod andards for saosing the performs* of secoodary sad postsecondary
vadiessl odeceties programa. 4: a minimum, oda elate must barb atbut two
aseseeree in Its amenability *yam, one of which mot be an Wired of karate
sad compedw Oa, with the &tier douse tang either companuy Mhtinareet,

la we wok WIN Madament, t4iplaalii sl ocoadary school or Es opelvalont, or
plesseest Into addhasal tidnigig ow ethication, military dike, sr empleyrost.
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The Department has provided technical assistance to states and has conducted workshops
on dr implementation of state performance measures systems.

icsanopailtgiabil. The 1992 Amendments to the Rehabilicidon Act include a
requirement for development and implementation of evaluation sandards and
performance indicators for she Wig sun grant progrtm. The Raltabilitadon Services
Administration is direcnd no require dm mares report annually on their ccmmliance with
the standards. The Deparetent has established a Regulations Policy Group to work with
experts to develop regulabons to 6e published by September 1994.

nit Department of Education ham alio made major strides In mimetic; the effectiveness of
many of tbe programs iduelfied in the tuft report as employmant tablas. The
Department's multi-yew evaluation phut Minas both proem Ind outcome components to
identify effective edntatienal strategies. A growing number of madam asdasneett
evaluations are underway to evaluation Program impact, including for axampls,the following:

Evenlierihogrun. The Department evaluated the tipple:ma:don ard impact of
projects fUnded under this prognun, providing comedic:wive data on participants,
services, coordinates% hopiemereation, and staff training for projsca begsut in PY 1959
aod FY 1990, as well as au in-deptit, random assignment assenment in select sites. The
final report was submitted to Controls in September 1993.

ArlaIdisciatErrozrun. 12 FY11990, the Deperttnent lambed a nstional longitudinal
study of adult education programa, sod picaon. In addition to collecting information
on service providers, clients entering the program ores a one-ymr period were followed
for up to 18 months to obtain coMprehenlive measures of the innetaky and dmation of
participation- The final mod will be ay/Debit in 1994. Additimal malyeas will be
conducted on recruitment, props*, Maation, learning pine, sad changes in employment
status.

SohaaLD. The Department's current
demonstration =kr this program; it mowed on two modelsschool-wide restructuring
and targeted interventions dfrscto4 apecilkelly toward sex1esse at riek of dropping out.
An in-depth crab:Mite of selected projects is =Mrs impiennemboa of these
program. A rend= astignment!evaination of MO= 0M00111 ill missed projects was
began in the 1992,93 school year: the final year of data collection will be the 1994-95
school yew.

NatiapiLSYsadacillioneattinaa. This evaluation will take a detailed look at
projects fended mks this prograth in FY 1993. Using a random mignsomt design
where feasible, Ibis study will onto project impact on worker job performance,
productivity, retendre, sod semiogs. Through case studies of these projects, effective
workplace literacy pnakes will lie identified.

tlin4DaikKIEDEILoLltsganiLZardlio. Renoirsd by ISCtiOn 403 of ihe
Perkins Act, NAVE is specifically charged with reporting m the &cadmic and
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cmploYment Outcomes of vocational education. NAVE will report on outcomes
secondary ani postsecondary vocational education. including employment and earnings.
NAVE's interim report was submitted to Congress on December 30, 1993 and the final
report will be submitted on or before July :, 1994.

Eassacaluslystatia.Sallui. Even though mon Posnacoadagy Protridni dO 130t
contain funding set-asides to pay Sae evaluations, the Department's eft= have grown
sigtuficandy in recent years. Curtent ttudent aid evaluations include possibilities for
measuring the MCMINN of propribtary schools, analyzing the effects of student aid on
enrollment decisions, examining the debt burden of recent college grsduetes, and
analysing factors related to loan *lulu and the effectiveness of manures to reduce
defaults. The Department bas rowdy begun a ma* evalustion of the l)irect Student

Loan Progtim.

In addition to Timidity Wormed= on lho amble and adnadvs siforts underway In the
Deportment to improve the =Bedlam olloutcome data an porecipanto la programs receiving
federal education funds, we oho lune cciamosins an the mama GAO bud to colon data for
the draft report aid the manner In whisk it affected the conclusions nocisod to the draft
report.

Many of the programs included in the dinft report do sot appear to be within the &Hoiden
of "employment training prognone"

The tom "employmont training programa.: is defined as %me programs and mined &tiding

stream that provide employment training io adults and outof-ochool youths' hi recto= 2 to the
draft GAO report We disagree dist mami of tho programs dimmed in Ow report ars within this
dcfmition. GAO's initial determination *to vtikh progress to include within this definition is

apparatly rearmed in Matti* FJo,wu4t Program: Naticsai Employment Training Straagy
Needed (GAO/T-IIRD-91-27, lune ii, 1 ). examples of dm programs that should not
have been conoldarod to be within Ibis Minim at least witxut sane further explanation, am

aS follow

Evcaliarkimagn. While employmset training may be a secondary onionne of tbe
Even Snit program, it is ant tho kimary pupae. Radio., the puma of die program
is family literacy and parentiog education training.

ImPlcana. The purpose oflYpward Boond, Taken Search, Sindont Support
Services. sod Educational Oppertônity Canna Parma is so ancourage low-income

youth and firtnenersioa ut;aaage studealo to complete Kaabilty Wilda and 10 enroll in

pcolomootary *flotation by providing academic support services and
infoonatios on flosticial

YooatlemildheatimAik,aikohiagemphams. tba dafmition's limitation in
'Moho sal out-ofichool youdia"Waciudin moot individuals served by the sew-
administered programs under the Perkins Acs-sakiesus in secoatary schools. Soma of
the funds awarded under ihe vocational education megrims lined ha beappendices to
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See comment 5.

the draft report could be used for adults or out-of-school youth, but they were Ci Ot
appeopeilied for, and could rut be used exclusively for, thine poPuidioes. rhos, listing
the len slide-Schninittered vocational education programs and Including their
appropetaticus in Appeodix 1 to this draft eepoct (pages 11149) in the total for
ernploymord training subcorme )s veey misleading.

Cal111311.12.121samtigaiamula Even though Iho definition refers to ProStansa that
provide -employment nainiog.' the draft report specifically minims the data collection
and monitoring activkies of the COopastive De:mastodon Program of the Perkins Act,
whkh is not an employmerd training Foram= ge. This wu discussed with 1bn
Owexacrak of GAO's Detroit Re.6011A1 Office 111+1%411mo commotion on February 1,
1994, with Meters of this Depaftmeot. and M. Owcumak agreed orally to bdicace
by foomom that collection of outi:one dots wee not epplkablels this progrom. As wu
dimmed, the patpose of this program is lo extend succeeded lechniqms try Win
pumas dornonstraes whether teciiiritmes already proven to be ructessful could be used
by other catides. "Outdo& datal reined ea the weeirm michniques to be desnoeutrated
is gtthered bath in the applicatiod for grard fonds mil in the independent evaluation that
the Mosel are retairceto pro,ide. Sca 34 CFR If 42621%0 and 426.32.

The conchudons reached In tbe draft report are not secande and ust hated on Incomplete
Information.

Generally, it is difficult fat no lo deems* the overall scrum of the report's coot:Mai= as
they redue to this Depenmenf s programs.1 In some iressrces, We =not ideatily the specific
programs lined ia the moot from the =Ms given. la other imams, we do not think that
GAO looked st all the data collect:el by tbls Depertoimee, and, thus, embed imam=
conclusions about ths aware data Wag Collected in tepid ki specific imogramo. In addition to
the oakum and lamed evaluations isodd *lief, die DIVrtMeet COlieCtil outcome data on other
programs. Syescific examples of dime peokranis braids:

Mozapasstamakeracsdnm. Ammo me chart on page 31 of the draft
repots Milkmen athinwise, die WOmen's Educaticad Equity prose= doom provide for
fbancial mentioring mg the collodion of pestkipmt outman data. The participant
macaw data cadet:led le prinurily data or stills attainment.

Yeastioasi.rdacadmajkame. Tha conclusion that the Decedent:it does not collect
outcome data on vccalionol eckw4ica programs dose act reflect that tut that the
National Calm for Education Statistics (NCES), oct Iles Grace of Vocatioaal and Adult
Educalion, it anditerbool by stool woodlice this data for the Doperlenent. AZ die federal
iced. and specifically for purposis of providtog infocantion to Congress Maya= to
polkymoking, NCES is elletpd With die overall reeponsibility far ambliohlog a system
fix collect* Dem on Vocational Education nada iced= 421 of dm Plains Act. This
spew has been in miasma sit 19107 nand derives data on vocalonal who:Mica from a
oomlnnation af gamut parpces sorweysthe approach =Monad by the Perkins
Act.

6 5
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See comment 6.

The premiss of the draft report does nM reflect the statutory scheme of the Department's
state-edminktered programs.

Overall, the draft report evidences a misunderstanding of the statutory whemes that authorize
federal funding frr state-adndninered education programs. The 'background section of thedraft

report (pages 3-4) indicates:

'To aware program get the motif= this investment, program adminimators muss
have informetion about their progtems' strengths ani weaknesses. WM this
infect:mem My can make army* to improve programs, sneh as modifying the
types or numbers ol service avedable to help pardcipants receive training that mese
their needs and enables them to Olkibl exopthyozot.' [Emplusis added.]

GAO's statemera concern* the need for Outcome data to enable program administrators to
'make changes to improve programs' admen some misundereanding of not ady eatmory
schema of the Demrenent's sene-adadelsiered proems, but aka the Iimked authority of die
Wire enTacials who edmbistee thsem In iea1, in authorizing stale-adrobieteted prove= that

am forded on the bask of 1011r plass, Cm has given dm authority to make funding
decisions with respect to state and, in, some programs local, activities to dm use entity maybe
the federal gram. As dimmed below, &rifle sump of this is the stele-adminkteeed

vocetiond eduanice program autbarked Perkirs Act. Coostment with this, Congress has
required mum dint related to die participants in these vocational edneetim programs m be
collected by the sum grime and it mixeciplents. With teureet 10 the stale-admininered
vocational education minims, the Perkins Act illustrams these pokte es follows:

The sraissnot the DcpstmentdStamine which inojects and =Mike me funded based
on the required gets easemornts eml loot evenstims. tinder the Perkin' Aot, the
Department OM distribute hues for the stale-adminitesed pogromby formala if the

Ore submits e mete plan that meek the requirements of seenks 113 of the Parttime Act
and is of sufficient quality. SECti011 113 moires a stite In bum mc of fonds on the
required stus useurneot mid goal. Thus, this Departessne has 110 authority So approve

oder uses of dm funds cr so redhict funding within the tmm to other acdvidee.

Stem develop etatemds and mesiures Which reflect the outcomes to be smoked and
the gosh attained is steads= %Id& medon 115 of the Perkbn Axt The local
recipierm perform anoualowaluarions, which inches gathering Qum= dam on
participant, end develop improvement plan if subnamk1 progress is not nide in
meeting the state standards and rreseires pursuant to section 117 of the Perldns Act
The Act doee not require that sans report outcome data to the Departmet.

/.1
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of Inspector Genital

le 2 1994

Ms. Linda G. Morra
Director, Education

and Employment Issues
United States General

Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Ms. Morra:

Washington, D.C. 20201

Enclosed are the Department's comments on your draft report,
"Multiple Employment Training Programs: Most Federal Agencies
Do Not Know If Their Programs Are Working Effectively." The
comments represent the tentative position of the Department and
are subject to reevaluation when the final version of this report
is received.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on this
draft report before its publication.

Sincerely yours,

Brow771
eneral

nepeeG!ibobre

Enclosure

Cl
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A, . .1 J. 31:

THE U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE'S DRAFT REPOM "MULTIPLE
gmPLOYHENT TRAINING PROGRAMS: _Most Federal Agencies Do Not Know

If Their Programs Are Working Effectively."
Report No. GAO/HERS-94-88

Thank you for the opportunity to review your draft report.

The Job opportunities and Basic Skills Training (JOBS) Program is
correctly shown in table format, on page 11 and page 32, as
having the program monitoring and evaluation found absent in most

other listed programs.

General Comments

We are concerned that the report's definition of "employment
training programs" is too broad to be useful. Many of the
programs listed do not have employment as a specific goal. The
narrative is brief and sweeping in its criticism of Federal
programs without acknowledging that employment training is not
the primary activity of many of these programs. We suggest that
the General Accounting Office (GAO) try to categorize the
programs and concentrate on programs with specific employment
training goals in this report.

In the executive summary on page 2 of the report, GAO states that
they did not attempt to determine why agencies did not collect

data on participant outcomes. It would be helpful to have at
least an initial determination of which programs are required by
statute or regulation to undertake such activities and to what

degree these activities are required.

We disagree that the lack of data on participant outcomes
automatically means "Most Federal Agencies Do Not Know If Their

Programs Are Working Effectively." There are numerous completed
and ongoing studies that have evaluated program effectiveness and
have provided sufficient feedback to give some indication of

program effectiveness. As part of the report, GAO reviewed many
of these studies, some of which are summarized in Appendix V of

the report. We are concerned that the title of this report is

not an accurate reflection of its contents. A better title would
be "Most Federal Agencies Do Not Collect Data On Participant

Achievements."

State Legalization Impact Assistance Grants (SLIAG) is listed in
Appendix I of the report as one of the Federal programs in the
Department of Health and Human Services which provide employment

and training. It also includes the full amount of Fiscal Year
1994 grants to States, suggesting the full grant amount is used

for this purpose. We believe that the draft report is not
correct on both counts.

1
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sLIAG is not in any way an employment or a training program and
should be deleted from the listing. Even if the program is
included, it is misleading to list the full amount of grants.
The program provides funds for public assistance, public health
assistance, educational services, employment discrimination
education and outreach, Phase II outreach, SLIAG administrative
costs and program administrative costs. With regard to adult
education, the regulations for SLIAG at 45 C.F.R. 402.2 allow
reimbursement only for adult educational services authorized by
the Adult Education Act (P. L. 89-750) as in effect November 6,
1986. Guidance provided by the SLIAG program to States on
October 21, 1988, indicated that vocational education services
were not authorized by the Adult Education Act, and therefore
cannot be paid for with SLIAG funds.

Three Refugee and Entrant Assistance programs are also listed:
Discretionary Grants, State_Administered Programs, and Voluntary
Agency Programs. These programs offer a wide range of assistance
and services including, for example, direct income maintenance,
services for the aged, and medical translators. Job placement is
a major objective of these programs, but pone of these programa
is primarily an employment training program.
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S DFPAkTMENT OF LABOR

stcssrmtv or, u.aost
WAstfixo-roft o.c

February 24, 1994

Ms Linda G. Morra
Director
Education and Employment Issues
Human Resources Division
U.S. General Accounting Office

441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear ms. Marra!

Enclosed is the Department of Labor's response to the draft

General Accounting Office report entitled MULTIPLE EMPLOYMENT

TRAINING PROGRaigh Mast2s4exalAgegOinejalligL_Eggm_a_lbsix
Egogxama are Workina Effectively. We appreciate your providing

the opportunity for us to comment.

Your agency recently released two other reports on nultiple

pplcymentt:nd tra!nin
Deli=719:=Veld:

Conflicting
end gstgramagjaig4narma

galLArsiumnagatureigsainiitzatjuLgorsa. Me are disappointed

that we were nnt provided the
opportunity to comment on these

reports before they were published since they address issues that

are a central focus of the Department's najor workforce

initiatives. Under separate cover we shell provide comments on

these reports as well in order to convey the Department's

comprehensive strategy for delivering employment and training

services.

8 cerely,

6t7owl 6 trA...
Robert B. Reich

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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U.S. Department of Labor
Response to Draft GAD Report

MOITTP12 ENPLIDTMENT PROGRAMS
Met Federal Agencies Do Mot Inow If

Their Programs Are Working Effectively

Agtarsimal-angl-Dbisgtissia
To learn sore shout how federal agencies assess whether their

employment training programs are working, Senator Nancy Nussbaum:

asked GAO to determine:

o What data federal agencies collect on participant outcomes.

o now federal agenaies monitor local program perforamm.

o ghat studies of program effectiveness hu been oondnated.

Gantral-awarall.
Ito Dspertesat agrees with GAO on ths inportanoe of oolleating

and using this type of information. The challenge we face is to

attachprobleas within the context of a rigorous budget and to

fund what works.

The Department's FT 1195 budget addresses this challenge by

including substantial new investments tor the Scaoql-to-Work

ties program for nom-colleg bound high school stedeste.

This is a program thet has grown oat of wads:mos about what

marks. The budget also supports a proposed mew remployment

system, one...stop career Centers, and an expansion of the job

Carps program. The Department is moving to streamline today's

patchwork of training prcgranwoas noted in tble and related GAO

reports.

Ws have been searching for a variety of evidence of what works

for getting workers into us and better jobs. To illustrate, the

Departsent in early /ehruary 1994 hosted a conference on

uilding a asseployment System: lhat is Working Across
America,* that hiceghtsenagers and customers of mom of these

together. The conference not only highlighted programs

tr1:11k but romped an identifying their critical common
elements.

Oar PT 1101Lbsceget proposal also addresses our accountability for

buildire Oka shills of the economically disadVantagedadults as

well as yosth. tim this critical area that is the focus of this

cam report, We have been especially careful to examine the

evidence and concentrate resources where they maks a differenoe.

To illuitrate, a major emanation that is romferenoad in the GAO

report as a clear example of an effectiveness studythe National

JTIPA atudp.-confirmed mounting evidence that existineJITA Title
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II training progreas for out-of-school disadvantaged youth fail
to have positive impact on employment and earnings. Our proposed
budget cuts spending on these approacheswhile we develop new,
more effective approacheewhile increasing the imagat for adult
programs for the disadvantaged and forJob corps, areas where
evaluation has shown programs to be cost-beneficial.

We also agree with CAO that collection of information on outcomes
and effectiveuess is important. Within the constraints of the
diminished redCW1100 that Congress bas wade available for this -
purpose in recent roars, we bays sought to collect and use the
hest information we can. Wm are pawed, however, by one
clearhet turnaround in support for this activity. Oer FY 1994
appropriation has provided additional evaluation funds that
permitted us to launch a new random-assignment effeotiveoess
evaluation of Jab Corps. V. are bopeful that a similar regoest
for VT 1916 will oleo be enacted, enabling us to continue the
etady. This OAO study may support the allocation of resources
that are needed to remedy the current undar-invastammt in outcome
and effectiveness information.

ZaaariceSsmingi-in_l
GAO focussed on 62 programo--out of a universe of 154 empl
training progress they had previoualy identifiedthat proTrt
wsonew employment training assistance to economically
disadvantaged persons. That subset contained IS DOD programa,
out of 36 EQD programs comtained en the longer list.

Commas Of the 16 progress, we do not consider five (5) as
appropriate to tbo report's focus on employment training
assistance to the emnomically disadvantaged. Three substantial
programa that cap inoludedorrade Adjustment Assistance and two
types of ftderal allotments to support State nmployment Earldom
.aativitiesfinance services and activities that have no income-
eligibility requirements for racipiants of services end are mat
designed to focus on soonomicmlly disadvantaged persons. To the
osntrary they assist workers from wide sari. ty of economic
circumetanose who have lost jobs andfor are to find
better jobs.

Two other mprogram0--Pilot and Demonstration and one of its
small compomente (the federal landing Program) are mit designed
to provide assistance but rather to pilot, demonstrate and test a
variety of innowative program approadhes. They are not really
programme in the way that we understand the term is being used for
this report. WO reamaand that Cao clarify its definition tor
prograa inclusion in this report and take closer look et
whether these five programs blong; we believe that they do not.

One program tbst should be Maid to the list is tbe nameless
Veterans Vaintagretion Project. It ls listed in Appendix I,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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serves economically disadvantaged parsons, and is a saparate
program froa NTA's Job Training for the Homeless Damonstration

Program.

.71 L I I - ...I -1. .
Bitaatimeama
GAO concludes that "most agencies do not collect information on
program cutommas nor do they conduct studies of program

effectivenesa.1

Commaats Mather or not this statement is true at moat agencies,
we do not believe it is true for tha Labor Departmant. Vs
believe that tha Department dies a good job in this miapect. Of
the 14 Department programs that are focussed an the economicallY
disadvantaged, tha Department collects mmia prograwoutoome
information on 11 of thalami indicated in GAO Appendix II Plus
the Disabled Veterans, Outraadh Program and tha Iiimmlima Vitamins
asintogration Project, for a total of 23. Pi have also done
studies of program effectiveness on most. ai list studies that
contain aftaativamoss intonation OR those programs in an
attachment.

Thera are two alsconoeptiona that lead GAO to understate both the

amount of outcome information and effectivenams studios that have

been done on programs.

on satoems isfermaties as the report is Structorsd GAO tends to
mistakonly link collection of outcome informtion with monitoring
activities. in foot, wost Dapartimmdiprograms oolleot
participant-ontnama information through reporting systems.
Monitoring cannot usually be universal, ae gold reporting systems

usually can. las ars not surprised that Table 1 (p. 9) shows that

most programs throughout the Anisral government do not obtain
participant-outooms data throagh mooltoring, that is not a viry

rtficiant way of obtaining; complete information. The analysis
mixes up the means of review. loam of outcomes is typically
tLrough statistical analysis of reportino systems, not await*
analysis that is usually more focused on compliance issues.

A clear example of this GAO's confusion is an p. 9 of the draft
report wham GAO discusses tha ionitoring guide for the Job
Training for thm nnamleas Desoestration Program and notes that it

does mat cover participant outcomes.

the Department ua a reporting form that is supportml by a
in fact, data from all grantees ars required by

comprehensive alien laval infatuation system. 1 copy of the
form is attached. The Departmmt doss know whether participants
find jobscontrary to the statamint on p. 9. Indeed Appendix II
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correctly notes (on p 29) that employeent-status information is

available for this pongton-

On effeetiveness steiles GAO follows a very narrow definition of

what an effectiveness st4dy is. Its definition would require

that the StUdr WM intrusive end difficult randomraseignment
procedures to create a participant group and control gym,-

While the 114514XtMMAt has pima/erre in the *se of such studies--

for example, the National MP", Study of Title IX-Pethis
emthadology is mot always feasible, nor is it typically used by

GAO in its studies of Departmental programs, Nowhere in the

report dere the GAO acknowledge that using this methodology is

typically very costly, can be intrusive to normal progrea

operations, and is clearly not ameropriate to assessing the

effectiveness of sany types of programs (e.g., research and

demonstration programs).

considerable informatice an effectiveness can end is being

provided by a variety of analytioal
eepresebeehatere and after

comparisons, time-series analysis, comparison of outcomes within

different parts of the program, and case studies that involve

qualitative analysim. Some studies combine these nInerntebne-

The Department hem cooducted a variety of mar studies that
provide effectiveness information that bave proved Verbal to

program sanagers io how their programs ars %porting. a list of

such studies for the 14 Department programs that serve the

economically dimadoentaged is listed in am attachment.

In our opinion, GAO showld provide a more complete description of

different types of effectiveness stadiewincluding their
strengths and weaknessesbefore drawing conclusions.

smaJtiss..rits.11.1
a final gametal oossent is *Poe sise fits all" or *been counting*

nature o the report. The progrems imploded have large
differences in their objectives and structureinaleding the
nature of maeagement and reporting relationships between the

federal level end tbe nrogram operators. To illustrate, in Job

Corps the imdIeideal ousters that provide mereires base direct

Pontreets WAS the federal governor*, whereas JIPA Title IT is

really a deremdmolised Nook grant with States having the primary

ummageriet/Prersight role.

The report's undifferentiated lumping together of progress vith

very diffareat purposes different forms of Federal involvement

and large visa differentiate doss not help the reader maks
meaningful distinctions and renders any conclusions at tne

aggregate level of very limited usefulness.

Qtaara_raneeata
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Now on pp. 6-7.

See comment 19.

See comment 20.

See comment 21.

See comment 22.

See comment 23.

5

Pp. 7-8. GAO suggests the desirability of linking data on

participant charaoteristics
training provided, and outcomes.

The Department has established a managesant-information system
that is capable of the oroes-tabulations suggested (e.g., that

link demographics, services and outcomes). This system covers

the Department's major JTPA Title Irk and TIC program and is in

the proosas ef being extended to our JTPA Indian and Native

Amer can Programs.

To suggest, however, that such a system' can be establiehed for

all programs would require considerably aore reeouroes that

Departsents typically allocate to itudh activity. Limited

resources would cartainlypirecluda such a system in smaller

programa, and in the smeller programs, it may not be practical or

worth the effort. Again. G80 fail to consider the cost

dimensions of their work.

Wawa* I. The list of the 36 Labor Department programs is an

odd sort of catalog. ei are not sure of the point of counting

them up this way-- for example, Listing OTTA IIA and IIC State

education programs. This is one State set-aside program that is

incidentally funded from two sources.

P. 21. "Funding figures for Title III for "19940 are limted as

$229.5 million for local SDh allotment and "Governor's 50%

Discretionary". These figures do not compare to DOL data. FY

2994 tunas; far Title XII is $2.1ls /dation, of which $894

million is altocated to States; at least 60 peroent, or 6527

williom, avast he allocated to substategmantess. Title III mess

substate areas, not Service Delivery Areas.

P. 22. The "SbOretary's Discretionary", figure ($114.7 million)

ill not acontate. For PI 1994, $223 million is available tor the

Seeretary under Title In. FY 15114 funding for Job Corps should

be $1,040.5 million. The nameless Veterans Reinteeration Project

the Job tor the nameless Demonstration Program should be(1110) level is $$.1 Wiliam, not n/A. Tbe amount for

$7.5 edition. These programs are distinct.

P. 25. Th mote on Clean kir =oda is not accurate. clean Air

funds are appropriated annually and must be obligated in the year

in ebion they are appropriated. There is no appropriation for

Claes Air is Yr 2994.

appendix U. Why doss this appendix not list both JTVA Title I/C

and Title Ire, as Appendix I daas? Seed conaistancy.

P.22. Indicates that the Department of Labor does not collect

information on "participant skill attainment" for JITA Ilk

incentive grunt programs. This is incorrect: ell outcomes for
individuals participating in projects funded by inoestive grants-
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See comment 24.

See comment 25.

6

- including skill attainmente--are included in the 3TPA
administrative reporting system.

P. 29. Disabled Veterans' Outreach Program. Indicates that V2TS
do nnt routinely chalect data on employment status, skill
attainment, and wage levels. The vrTS reporting system is part
of the Rsployment Service reporting system and the GAO report
credit the AS State grants program as including employment states
data. Ns believe, therefore, that employment states should he
included for OVRP.

The Someless Veterans Reintegration Project should be liSted
beneath the =SDP and the oolumna seeployeent =tattle* and
*participant sage levele should be checked with en X. This
imformation la collected on participants and bad been since the
beginning of the program.

Appendix Xxx

P. 22. Indicates that the Department of Labar does not monitor
participant outcomes for A7T19. Title IIA disadvantaged adult
prograne and for aTPA ZIA inoentive-grant programs. This is

perticipamt outcomes both for disadvantaged adults
and iadividuals participating in incentive grant projects are
reported annually in the mdatnintratiatt_rangrtima agates.
The Department, through its Regional Offices also cemduots
°ageing reviews and analyses or oUtcOlies by State and
local $he including program eshievousats ageinet Perforammee
standards. Summary reports are provided to COmpeen sad ars also
incorporated into the Chief Tinancial Officer's review promos.

As a remit of the 1912 2TPA ReformAxmadiests, States are mow
required to submit reports tO the National Office on individual
program (SEA) performamos-4sighlighting which SDAs met ow did met
meet their standardeand descriptive information explaining what
technical assistanos will he provided to under-perfuming local
ProSTamv

P. 22. PemticiammitOettrewe for the Job /raising POr the
iscoeless Dmosestration Program are monitored through its
gloarbsrlirMaPerting syetem, as discussed earlier. add an X im
the gemtt3elpexteer4CMOS box. There is a specific monitoring
guide tor the Simmless Veterans Reintegration Project that tables
into mooveat ceSpliame statUe and financial socitoring. This
program should be listed separately.

Appemdim TV

p. 43. The study listed under Job corps refers to the aoas
program. It is mot a Job Corps study.
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See comment 26.

Now on p. 44.

See comment 27.

See comment 28.

7

p. 44. Studies listed should inelude the °Nameless Vat/arena
Reintegration Project study* veneered by Inehmisel Assistance and
Training COrperstien ender sestreet with VOIMOSIOn. Ibis stedy
mar transmitted to Congress as *verified in the IMILinney Act. A
copy is available on rogues& free Milese Osemses at 211-9110.
She say be contacted if there are amygesotise regarding tbe
IVRP.

Weed:kis V

P. SO. The quoted finding that gambiagtesimiag nemdatory did
net have a significant impost en the estimated employment and
earnings differences of TA& tininess amil lei smeiplemts,u is
accurate may in a narrow same. It is tease slut of seetest and
is 'misleading.

The important finding, not neetioned, is that the study concluded
that the training requirements 1) redimmeAnnehe St TM& receipt,
2) lad to a &wales in the lesgth et the initial spell of
joblessness and 3) led to an illereame ha esseings.

Page SS. The sammnry is of an entirely different stair from
Newman's. The reference needs zerehesking.

Attooboonto

JiMMIP Quarterly Isportial Pars
List of ef tectivessees-ralated stradies
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List of Bffectiveness-Related Studies
lourtsen (14) Labor Department Reployment Training

For the Iconceically Disadvantaged

I. 1.1 1.! 0 W V.(' I I. The Berkeley Planning
Associates and SRI International, 1519.

Etactical-sinide
CS*, Inc. 1990.

2222Litattiae_enfLittegf_TaletrisLet_the State sad SD& /evels,
Berkeley Planning Associates, 1991.

Vt. .I Its,' -1.1..s .11. .1

lisastammt_a_MUMtaa, Abt Associates, 1993.

Thiulatimalmisitudri_samEmL.Imati.Aanatirmuaszcsat
Abt Associates, 1994.

02126.1nosittiTs-firista

1.4.1 114.

iner international.

,4 I. .ow I . 410,P.If, MDC InO., 199B.

MOSLAImer-jegtb.21:11VEllna_Znareret_limilainsatim U.S.
General Accounting Office, 1917.

agammarsaatiLiabLiaina, U.S General Accounting Office, 19411.

aZZLIUmmilt-1114LAW=11-nrowartua

M iees1Li21111-11111-321-111212-2412Ma

azza/21E3am

Mathematic* Policy Research, 1922.

-t 1 .It 1 V

, Berkeley Planning

is 4 11J.
Research Council, 19e5

Vational
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14 e% a I o.
ozadit_Primcgc sacra Systems, 1913.

A2V4ELEILtglijialjt1111411112""lates, 1993.

lo tgr

TvT

'gm hodd Sciences, 1991.
ne2=1=tar_lbs_jum"mignatxatigisandTtginingroraiagricalailgopleastirport tha Joh

, Janes Bell
Associates, 1993.

Icaslau_Intaxintitiatsax
/11 .

and Training Corporation, 1992.
Technical asaistanos
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OFF1CF. OF TIIK DIHF.CTOlt

UNITED STATES
oirrIcs OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20415

17EB 1 7 1994

Ms. Linda G. Morra
Director, Education and

Employment Issues
Human Resources Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, NW., Suite 650
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Ms. Morra:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the recent General

Accounting Office report, "Multiple Employment Training

Programs."

We have read the report and have no commpnts.

Sin ely

$ B.
actor
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U.S.Osportment of
Transportatton

Asvstant Sect etaty 4DC Seventh St S
lOr AcIminrstrafiCr Wasningtelri D C 20590

February 25 , 1994

Ms. Linda G. Morra
Director, Education and Employment Issues
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Ms. Morro:

The Department of Transportation offers the following comment regarding the
General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report titled "Multiple Employment Training
Programs: Most Federal Agencies Do Not Know If Their Programs Are Working

Effectively," HEHS-94-88.

Appendix I, page 23 of the draft report shows one program for the Department of
Transportation identified as "Human Resource Programs," with planned funding for
Fiscal Year (FY) 1994 of $4.5 million. We understand from discussions with your
staff that this citation.ls Intended to represent training programs for the
disadvantaged conducted by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) under
Section 20 of the Federal Transit Act as amended (49 U.S.C. app. 1616). We have
concluded that the $1.5 million funding shown In the char. is actually the FY 1993

funding level for all human resturce programs conducted 'Dy FTA. Only a portion of
these funds were devoted to job training for the economically disadvantaged. For
FY 1994, the proposed funding level is $700,000 for the FTA's human resources
program, with about $500,000 directed at job training for the economically

disadvantaged.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this report. If you have any questions
concerning our reply, please contact Martin Gertel on 202-366-5145.

Sincerely,

J
liNei0;-
n H. Seymour
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GAO Comments The following are GAO'S comments on the letters received from the
Department of Defense, Department of Education, Department of Health
and Human Services, Department of Labor, the Office of Personnel
Management, and the Department of Transportation.

Department of Defense 1. The Department of Defense disagreed with the inclusion of the Military
Base Reuse Studies and Community Planning Assistance Program in our
analysis. This program is designed to help state and local governments
plan for the economic reuse of closing military installations so as to best
suit the community's need for economic development and jobs. We believe
this program also fits our criteria in that its goal is to enhance economic
development and employment opportunities. To clarify what types of
programs were included in the scope of our work, we have modified the
description of our criteria.

Department of Education 2. The Department of Education expressed concern that it had not been
given the opportunity to comment on our previous reports concerning
multiple employment and training programs. For the testimony given June
18, 1993, and the reports issued January 28, 1994, the requesters
specifically asked that we not obtain comments from affected agencies.
Because this report identifies which programs collected participant
outcome data or conducted effectiveness studies, the requester agreed to
provide affected agencies the opportunity to comment.

3. The Department of Education expressed concern that the report does
not reflect the Department's recent initiatives to address deficiencies in
the collection of outcome clath. We recognize that the Departnient has
several ongoing initiatives. However, because these initiatives were in the
early planning phases, we had no basis for determining the extent to which
these initiatives would overcome deficiencies in the collection of program
outcome data. As for the six evaluations identified by the Department, the
study of the Even Start Program was already included in our listing of
studies shown in appendix IV. We have modified the title so that it can be
more easily identified. We also added the National Assessment of
Vocational Education to our listing, although we determined that the study
does not use a comparative analysis approach and could not be
categorized as looking at program effectiveness. The other four identified
studies are still under way and could not be analyzed for inclusion in our
listing; however, we have added them to our footnote of ongoing studies.
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4. The Department of Education objected to the inclusion of six programs
in our analysisEven Start, Upward Bound, Talent Search, Student
Support Services, Education Opportunity Centers, Vocational Education
State-Administered, and Cooperative Demonstration. We included these
programs in our analysis because they meet our criteria of providing
assistance that enhances skills or employment opportunities. We have
clarified the criteria used in determining which programs would be
included in our analysis. We recognize that the primary purpose of these
programs may not have been to provide employment training assistance;
however, the assistance provided does help participants improve skills
that meet our criteria.

5. The Department also raised questions concerning specific data shown in
appendixes II and III regarding the Women's Educational Equity Program.
We have revised appendixes II and III to show this program does collect
participant outcome data on skill attainment and does monitor financial
activities. The Department of Education also expressed concern that the
report does not reflect data collected by the National Center for
Educational Statistics concerning Vocational Education Programs. While
the National Center for Educational Statistics does gather data on all
vocational education programs, through a national sample, these data are
only useful on a national level and cannot provide program administrators
information on what happened to participants in a specific program. We
agree that this information is a valuable source of data for the Congress
and other policymakers, but it does not provide the specific data needed to
track participant outcomes from a specific program. We have footnoted
appendix II to indicate that our analysis does not include data collected by
the National Center for Educational Statistics.

6. The Department of Education expressed concern that the report does
not reflect that some programs are state administered. We recognize that
some programs are state administered and have modified language in the
report to show that for some programs, federal program administrators
can only make suggestions to improve programs, but they cannot make
specific changes at the local level. However, we believe the Department
has overall responsibility for managing its programs and assuring that
programs get the most from the federal funds invested.

8 4
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Department of Health and
Human Services

7. The Department of Health and Human Services expressed concern that
the criteria for programs included in the analysis were too broad and
included many programs that do not have employment as a specific goal.
The criteria we used were quite broad because state and local projects
often use resources from a wide range of programs to provide assistance
to participants, particularly to enhance basic skills, including literacy and
math. To fully understand the breadth of the problems involved in
coordinating such activities, we have included all the programs that
provide such assistance to adults and out-of-school youth.

8. The Department noted that we did not attempt to determine why
agencies did not collect data on participant outcomes. We agree that it
would have been good to have obtained information from agencies on why
they did not obtain participant outcome data; however, because of the
number of agencies and offices involved in the administration of the
programs in our analysis, we were not able to obtain this information.

9. The Department disagreed with our conclusion that most federal
agencies do not know if their programs are working effectively. They point
to the large number of studies listed in our report as evidence that
agencies are getting some feedback on their programs. The conclusion of
our report is not based solely on the lack of participant outcome data, but
also on the lack of effectiveness studies that compare participant
outcomes with outcomes of similar nonparticipants. Few of the studies
listed in appendix IV were effectiveness studies by our definition.

10. The Department of Health and Human Services questioned the
inclusion of the State Legalization Impact Assistance Grants in our
analysis. We agree that the primary purpose of the State Legalization
Impact Assistance Grants is not to proviue employment training; however,
the program does provide assistance that could enhance participants'
basic skills and make them more employable, which meets our criteria for
inclusion in our analysis. We recognize that not all the funds proposed for
this program will go to provide basic skills, and, when possible, we have
&busted the level of funding to show only the amount that would be spent
for these types, of services. In this case, we were unable to obtain
information on how much of the proposed funding would be used for this
purpose. We have expanded the footnote to appendix I to reflect that
while some amounts shown have been &busted to show only the portion
of the proposed budget that goes to serving adults and out-of-school
youth, other programs are shown in full, even though only a portion of the
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program funding may go to providing employment training assistance as
defined in the report.

11. The Department also questioned the inclusion of three Refugee and
Entrant Assistance programs. The Department recognizes that job
placement is a major objective of these programs, but they state that it is
not the primary purpose of the program. As stated previously, we have
included those programs in our analysis that provide assistance to
participants that enhance their employability or employment opportunities
regardless of whether it is the primary purpose of the program. These
programs meet these criteria.

Department of Labor 12. The Department of Labor expressed disappointment in not being
provided the opportunity to comment on two eulier reports concerning
multiple employment training programs. As previously stated, the
requesters for these reports specifically asked that we not obtain
comments from affected agencies. We welcome any comments the
Department may have concerning these reports.

13. The Department of Labor questioned the inclusion of five programs in
our analysisTAA, two funding streams that support the ES, and two pilot
and demonstration programs. They expressed concern that the TAA
program and the ES funding streams are not designed to focus on the
economically disadvantaged and do not have income-eligibility
requirements. Our analysi§ includes any program that provides
employment training assistance to the economically disadvantaged. We
recognize that these programs may not focus specifically on the
economically disadvantaged; however, many economically disadvantaged
people receive such assistance from these programs. Therefore, we
believe these programs should be included in our analysis. The
Department states that the two other programs are not designed to
provide assistance, but, rather, to pilot and test innovative approaches. We
believe that while in the process of piloting and testing approaches, these
programs also provide participants assistance that meet our criteria and,
therefore, we have included them in our analysis.

14. The Department of Labor identified the Homeless Veterans
Reintegration Project as a program that should have been included in our
analysis. We agree that this program appears to serve the economically
disadvantaged and should have been included in our analysis. In compiling
information on all the programs funded by the federal government that
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provide employment training assistance to the economically
disadvantaged, we inadvertently omitted this program. We have noted its
omission in appendix I.

15. The Department of Labor suggests that we may have understated the
amount of outcome information collected by agencies because it
mistakenly linked collection of data with monitoring activities. Our
analysis of agency collection of outcome data is based on two approaches:
(1) outcome information gathered through reporting systems as discussed
on page 5 and shown in figure 1, and (2) outcome information obtained
during on-site monitoring visits. We agree that the collection of outcome
data is more often accomplished through reporting systems, but our
analysis shows that only about half of the programs collect outcome data
through reporting systems, which the Department described.

16. The Department of Labor noted that our reference to the monitoring
guide for the Homeless Demonstration Program did not take into
consideration the quarterly outcome data reported by all grantees of the
program. As shown in appendix II, we recognize that the Homeless
Demonstration Program does collect outcome data. We have deleted the
reference to this program in our example.

17. The Department of Labor expressed concern that we used a narrow
definition of effectiveness studies. We agree that the definition used in our
analysis is strict. However, random assignment is the only statistically
valid method for truly knowing whether a treatment is effective. We agree
it is expensive, difficult to execute, and does deny potentially beneficial
treatment. We have added language to the report to reflect these concerns.
The Department also listed several "effectiveness-related" studies, which
they identified as being useful to their program managers in learning how
their programs are working. We found that many of the studies listed were
included in our listing as well. The other studies listed probably were very
useful to program managers as were many of the other studies identified in
our analysis. However, these studies do not appear to meet our criteria of
an effectiveness study. We are not suggesting that only comparative
studies should be conducted or that other approaches do not provide
useful information. We are only pointing out that the number of studies
that evaluate the effectiveness of programs using a comparative analysis
approach is very limited. We have added language to the report to indicate
the benefit of other study approaches.

8 7
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18. The Department of Labor expressed concern that GAO'S analysis did not
differentiate between the types and sizes of programs. Our analysis of data
collection, monitoring, and program effectiveness studies showed that
larger programs were no more likely to collect outcome data than smaller
programs. Larger programs were more likely to have conducted studies of
program effectiveness; however, the programs studied only accounted for
16 percent of the total proposed funding for the 15 programs with
proposed budgets over $100 million.

19. The Department of Labor commented that we suggest the desirability
of linking data on participant outcomes with participant characteristics
and training provided, but the Department questioned whether such
linkages can be established for all programs. The Department states that
limited resources would preclude such a system in smaller programs.
While we believe the linkage of participant outcomes with training
provided and participant characteristics is an important way of
determining what factors may be influencing program outcomes, we did
not suggest that every program had the resources to establish such
information. However, the Department's concern that smaller programs
may not have the resources to collect data needed to evaluate program
performance raises a question as to whether we can afford to invest in
many smaller programs that do not have sufficient resOurces to evaluate
their own performance.

20. The Department of Labor raised several questions concerning the list
of programs and funding streams that support assistance that enhances
participant skills or employment opportunities. First, the Department
questioned why we listed the JTPA hA and TIC State Education Programs
separately. The Department states that this is one set-aside program that is
funded from two sources. Because we are listing each funding stream
separately, we listed the xrp.A IIA program ceparately from the JTPA IIC
program. Our understanding is that state officials must track their funding
separately for each funding stream, which can create unnecessary
administrative costs when the two programs are viewed as one program.
The Department also questioned the funding data for the JTPA Title III
EDWAA program. According to the budget submission dated April 8, 1993,
the proposed funding for the Title III EDWAA program was $573.7 million.
The additional dislocated worker funding was requested as a part of the
President's initiative to consolidate employment training for all dislocated
workers regardless of the cause of dislocation. This proposal has been
delayed, but additional funding for dislocated workers was approved. We
have added a footnote to appendix I to show the significant increase in
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funding for dislocated workers. The Department also pointed out that the
JTPA Title III EDWAA funding goes to substate areas not SDAS. We have
changed the designation in our report to show substate areas. The
Department also provided updated funding information on several other
programs. As stated previously, the funding shown in appendix I is
primarily from the President's proposed budget, dated April 8, 1993, and
does not reflect the actual funding levels approved by the Congress.

21. The Department suggested a correction for a note in appendix I
concerning the funding for the Clean Air Act. We have corrected the
footnote.

22. The Department questioned why we showed JTPA Title IIA and Title IIC
in appendix I and did not show them separately in appendix II. Appendix I
shows proposed funding levels for fiscal year 1994. The budget for JTPA is
for program year 1994, starting July 1, 1994, after the separation of the
disadvantaged adult and youth programs into separate titles. However,
appendix II, which shows the extent to which agencies collected outcome
data, is based on data collected prior to the programs being separated. The
same is true for appendixes III and IV. Other studies of JTPA, such as the
Abt Associates, Inc., which was published after Titles IIA and IIC programs
were separated, still refer to the programs jointly. We have footnoted
appendixes II, III, and IV to show that the programs were separated after
July 1, 1993.

23. The Department of Labor advised us that the JTPA IIA Incentive Grant
Program does collect outcome data on participant skill attainment. The
Department also advised us that the Disabled Veterans Outreach Program
collects participant outcome data on employment status, skill attainment,
and wage levels. We have corrected appendix II to reflect the outcome
data collected by these programs.

24. The Department of Labor reported that through its regional offices, it
conducts ongoing reviews of JTPA IIA Incentive Program outcomes by state
and local SDA. The Department also stated that the Job Training for the
Homeless Demonstration Program monitors participant outcoraes. We
have changed appendix III to show this information.

25. The Department of Labor pointed out that a study shown in appendix
IV under Job Corps should have been listed under the JOBS program. We
have corrected this error.
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26. The Department has suggested that we include the Homeless Veterans
Reintegration Project in our analysis of effectiveness studies shown in
appendix IV. Because the program was inadvertently omitted from our
analysis, we do not believe it would be appropriate to include it in one
section of our work without including it in all sections. Without further
review of the study, prepared by Technical Assistance Corporation,
concerning this progam, we could not be sure it had been categorized
correctly.

27. The Department of Labor expressed concern that our summary of the
Mathematica study of the Trade Agjustment Assistance Program was
taken out of context. We have amended our summary to include more
information on the Mathematica study.

28. The Department of Labor questioned our sununary of a study of the
JTPA program in Utah. We have replaced the summary with the correct one.

Department of
Transportation

29. The Depar iansportation raised a question similar to that of
several other _ ,encies concerning the funding,information in appendix I.
We have added a footnote to appendix I, as well as in the text of the
report, to show the source of our information was primarily the
President's proposed budget dated, April 8, 1993. We have also footnoted
appendix I to show that when information was available, the amounts
shown have been &busted to reflect only that portion of the program that
served adults and out-of-school youth; however, in other instances, the
funding level shown is for the full program, even though only a portion of
the funding may go to providing employment training as defined in this
report.
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